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ARRIVING TOMORROW
The Collegian Magazine’s spring issue features stories
on Kenyon’s admissions process and off-campus living,
with photos and graphics galore. Grab a copy in Peirce!
Serving Kenyon College and Gambier, Ohio Since 1856

The Collegian
Beyond rankings

In the world of higher ed, school
rankings only tell part of the story.
Ranking method indicators
The following weighted factors are used to evaluate
colleges’ rankings in the U.S. News and World Report.

Undergraduate academic
reputation — 22.5%

Faculty resources — 20%

Financial
resources —
10%

Retention —
22.5%

Student selectivity —
12.5%

Graduation rate
performance — 7.5%

Alumni
giving
rate — 5%

INFORMATION COURTESY OF U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT
INFOGRAPHIC BY JULIA WALDOW

SARAH LEHR | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Some say education is priceless, but that does not stop colleges from putting a price tag on it.
Kenyon’s tuition will be $61,000 beginning next semester.
Given a national trend of tuition hikes, many parents seek assurance that their money will be well-spent. In theory, rankings
are one way to hold colleges accountable for the services they
provide. Some, however, question the merits of such rankings,
particularly those published by U.S. News and World Report.
More than a Number
Diane Anci, formerly the dean of admissions at Mount Holyoke College, will take the reins as Kenyon’s dean of admissions
beginning next semester. “If you are thousands of miles away
from an institution, and you are trying to imagine U.S. higher
education and its options, I get that rankings would be a convenient start,” Anci said. “But ultimately, I think fit ... is much
more important.”
President Sean Decatur cautioned against the U.S. News
rankings. “At some point, there should be a statistics manual
that comes with the U.S. News ranking explaining page 3
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Fewer CAs to live on First-Year Quad
MAYA LOWENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

Whether your community advisor (CA) is your
best friend or foremost
enemy, their role on campus is to provide support
and keep students safe. To
help CAs better perform
that role, the Office of
Housing and Residential
Life (ResLife) announced
in February that they will
be making a few changes
to the CA program, including redistributing the
number of CAs and paying them in wages rather
than the current roomcredit-and-stipend system. There are currently
25 CAs for first-years and
21 for upperclassmen.
Next year there will be 17
CAs for first years (not including two living in the
upperclassman floors of
Mather Residence Hall),

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Joia Felton ’17 is a current North Campus CA whose job will be affected by the changes.
14 CAs for students living
north and 13 for students
living south.
The 46 CAs hired
for the 2015-16 school
year will earn the same

Student survey
votes new library
ERICH KALETKA
STAFF WRITER

The sounds of construction may soon return to
Kenyon’s campus.
The Buildings and
Grounds Committee sent
out a survey to students on
Feb. 26 inquiring which
project on the College’s
Master Plan they would
like to see undertaken first.
Most students listed a new
library as the change they
would most prefer to see on
campus. The survey, which
was distributed via a Student-Info email on Feb. 26,
received 583 responses out
of the approximately 1,700

P.9

enrolled students. The results went to the College’s
administration and will be
shared with the Board of
Trustees during their meeting next week, according to
Daniel Johnson ’15, a member of student government
and chair of the Buildings
and Grounds Committee.
“The purpose [of the
survey] was to give the
administration a ballpark
of the students’ feelings
about how the Master Plan
should be carried out,”
Johnson said. “I hope [the
administration] do a more
official and comprehensive
poll to gauge student opinpage 3
ion.”

What’s new with
Nugent?

P.10

amount as this year’s CAs.
However, their rooming
will not be compensated
— each CA will be able to
choose how they allocate
their earnings instead of

receiving room credit.
Next year, regular CAs
will be paid $9.24/hour,
and head CAs will receive
$10.41/hour. ResLife, the
page 5
CDO and the

Softball sweeps

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Softball wins series against
Denison for the second time
in program history. Pg. 15

Bellows’s illustrations
embellish Reveille

@KENYONCOLLEGIAN đ WWW.KENYONCOLLEGIAN.COM
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For alum, running turns
into conceptual art
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NEWS
EDITORS: EMILY SAKAMATO AND
VICTORIA UNGVARSKY

President Sean Decatur on collegiate prestige:
“Too often, the higher education conversation collapses to a handful of elite institutions. Unfortunately, we
are in a culture that basically fetishizes prestige. ... Sometimes I’m frustrated with the folks who write about
higher education because I think sometimes the diversity of higher education doesn’t quite get through. …
Where does it fit in that about half the students who are enrolled as undergraduates are enrolled in community colleges or two-year colleges?”

Village RecoRd
April 10 – April 14

April 10, 8:40 a.m. 6OLOPXOQFSTPOTEBNBHFEQFSTPOBMQSPQFSUZPGBOPUIFS
TUVEFOUJO.BUIFS3FTJEFODF)BMM
April 11, 12:24 a.m. 4UVEFOUDPNQMBJOFEPGEJTDPNGPSUEVFUPJMMOFTTJO$BQMFT
3FTJEFODF )BMM 4BGFUZ SFTQPOEFE 4UVEFOU QSJWBUFMZ USBOTQPSUFE UP ,OPY $PNNVOJUZ)PTQJUBM ,$) 
April 11, 1:40 a.m.1BQFSUPXFMSPMMSPMMFEEPXONPSFUIBOGPVSĘJHIUTPGTUBJST
JO-FPOBSE3FTJEFODF)BMM
April 11, 11:56 a.m. "MVNJOKVSFEMFHBUUIFSVHCZQJUDI5SBJOFSJTPMBUFEMFH
XIJMF&.4XBTFOSPVUF&.4USBOTQPSUFEUP,$)
April 11, 5:49 p.m. 4UVEFOUDPNQMBJOFEPGJSSJUBUFEFZFBUUIF,FOZPO"UIMFUJD
$FOUFS ,"$ 4BGFUZSFTQPOEFE4BMJOFXBTIQSPWJEFE/PPUIFSBDUJPOOFDFTTBSZ
April 11, 6:28 p.m. 4UVEFOUIJUJOGBDFBU,"$ DBVTJOHIFBEBDIF4BGFUZSFTQPOEFE5SBOTQPSUFEUP,$)GPSGVSUIFSFWBMVBUJPOBOEUSFBUNFOU
April 11, 7:44 p.m. 4UVEFOUJOKVSFEBOLMF BU,"$5SBOTQPSUFEUP,$)GPS
GVSUIFSFWBMVBUJPOBOEUSFBUNFOU
April 11, 7:49 p.m.  4UVEFOU JO 0MJO -JCSBSZ SFQPSUFE DBTI JO QFSTPOBM JUFN
UBLFOXJUIPVUQFSNJTTJPO
April 11, 9:37 p.m.  6OEFSBHF TUVEFOUT GPVOE UP IBWF BMDPIPM EVSJOH QFSGPSNBODFJO3PTTF)BMM"MDPIPMDPOĕTDBUFEBOEEJTQPTFEPG
April 11, 9:37 p.m.  6OEFSBHF TUVEFOU GPVOE UP IBWF BMDPIPM EVSJOH QFSGPSNBODFJO3PTTF)BMM"MDPIPMDPOĕTDBUFEBOEEJTQPTFEPG
April 12, 12:12 a.m.'JSFXPSLTTFUPČOFBS1FJSDF)BMM,OPY$PVOUZ4IFSJČT
0ďDFSFTQPOEFE6OBCMFUPMPDBUFTVTQFDUT
April 12, 12:18 a.m. 6OEFSBHF JOUPYJDBUFETUVEFOUJO.BUIFS4BGFUZSFTQPOEFE/PGVSUIFSBDUJPOOFDFTTBSZ
April 12, 3:48 a.m. 6OEFSBHF OPOTUVEFOUDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTGPVOEUPCF
PODBNQVTXJUIPVUBVUIPSJ[BUJPOJO4PVUIQBSLJOHMPU1BSFOUTPGJOEJWJEVBMT
DBMMFE
April 12, 5:23 a.m. 0ďDFSGPVOEPQFOXJOEPXJO#FYMFZ)BMM.VEEZGPPUQSJOUTBOETJHOTPGJUFNTHPOFUISPVHI6OLOPXOJGBOZJUFNTBSFNJTTJOH
April 12, 11:01 p.m. "MBSNBDUJWBUFEEVFUPGPHNBDIJOFJOUIF)JMMćFBUFS
'PHDMFBSFE QBOFMSFTFU
April 12, 11:02 p.m. "MBSNTPVOEFEEVFUPCVSOFEGPPEJO.D#SJEF3FTJEFODF
)BMM/PĕSF TNPLFDMFBSFE"MBSNSFTFU
April 13, 2:35 a.m. %JTQMBZQVMMFEEPXOBOEQBQFSTTUSFXOPO.JEEMF1BUI
0UIFSTJHOTQVMMFEVQGSPNHSPVOE
April 14, 2:56 a.m.  4UVEFOU DPNQMBJOU PG SBQJE XPSTFOJOH TZNQUPNT PG JMMOFTTJO8BUTPO3FTJEFODF)BMM4BGFUZSFTQPOEFE5SBOTQPSUFEUP,$)GPSGVSUIFS
FWBMVBUJPOBOEUSFBUNFOU

Student council
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Monday, April 13

ćF$BNQVT4BGFUZ$PNNJUUFFIBTOBSSPXFEEPXOUIFTBGFUZBQQTFBSDIUP
ĕWFQPUFOUJBMBQQTGSPNXIJDIUPDIPPTF
ćF4FOJPS$MBTT$PNNJUUFFJTQMBOOJOHBiTFOJPSTIJOEJHwUPQSPNPUFEPOBUJPOTUPUIF,FOZPO'VOEBOEJTĕOBMJ[JOHUIFDMBTTHJę
ćF+VOJPS$MBTT$PNNJUUFFIBTQVUUPHFUIFSBOBQBSUNFOULJUDIFOTUBSUFS
LJUQBDLBHFUPTFMMUPTUVEFOUTMJWJOHJOBQBSUNFOUIPVTJOH
ćF#VJMEJOHTBOE(SPVOET$PNNJUUFFEJEOPUSFQPSUBOZVQEBUFT
ćF $PVODJM GPS %JWFSTJUZ BOE 4PDJBM +VTUJDF ĕOBMJ[FE UIF EFUBJMT PG UIFJS
ćVNCT6QBENJTTJPOTFWFOUUPCFIFME4VOEBZ "QSJM
ćF$PNNJUUFFGPS"DBEFNJD"ČBJSTIBTNBEFUIFQPMJDZTVSSPVOEJOHUIF
HSBDFQFSJPE JOXIJDIQSPGFTTPSTDBOOPUBTTJHOBEEJUJPOBMXPSL DMFBSFSBOE
MFTTĘFYJCMF
'JSTU:FBS$PVODJMIFMEJUT8FBWFS8FEOFTEBZFWFOUBOEJTĕOJTIJOHUBOLUPQ
TBMFTUIJTXFFLćFZBSFBMTPQVUUJOHUPHFUIFSĕOBMTXFFLTVSWJWBMLJUT
ćF)PVTJOHBOE%JOJOH$PNNJUUFFĕOBMJ[FEUIFNFIPVTJOHBOEJTIPTUJOH
JOGPSNBUJPOBMUBCMJOHTFTTJPOTBCPVUUIFDIBOHFTJOUIFIPVTJOHMPUUFSZ
ćF4UVEFOU-JGF$PNNJUUFFEJEOPUNFFUMBTUXFFL&MFDUJPOTBSFDPOUJOVJOH
GPS4UVEFOU$PVODJMQPTJUJPOT1PMMTDMPTFPO"QSJMBUOPPO
ćF4PQIPNPSF$MBTT$PNNJUUFFIFMEBTVDDFTTGVM5TIJSUTBMF
ćF#VTJOFTTBOE'JOBODF$PNNJUUFF #'$ NFUUPEJTDVTTGBMMCVEHFU
BMMPDBUJPOT4UVEFOU$PVODJMBQQSPWFEBMM#'$BMMPDBUJPOT
4UVEFOU$PVODJMWPJDFEDPODFSOTWJTËWJTUIFQFOEJOH4FOBUFSFTPMVUJPOUP
SFTUSJDUBDDFTTUPEPSNTPOXFFLFOETBęFSRVJFUIPVST5XPNFNCFSTSFDPNNFOEFEBQQSPWJOHUIFSFTPMVUJPO NFNCFSTSFDPNNFOEFEEJTBQQSPWJOHUIFSFTPMVUJPOBOEPOFNFNCFSBCTUBJOFEćF$PVODJMXPVMEMJLFUPTFF
NPSFEFUBJMFESFTFBSDIBOETQFDJĕDMBOHVBHFJOBOZGVSUIFSESBęTPGUIFSFTPMVUJPO
- Steven Schmidt

Bio professor pleads no
contest to canine charges
Kathryn Edwards faces sentencing in May.
MAYA KAUFMAN
FEATURES EDITOR

1SPGFTTPSPG#JPMPHZ,BUISZO&EXBSETQMFEOPDPOUFTU
JO UIF XBLF PG B KVSZ USJBM
TDIFEVMFEGPS"QSJMGPSUISFF
DSJNJOBMDIBSHFTPGGBJMJOHUP
DPOĕOFFBDIPGIFSUISFFCPYFS EPHT &EXBSET PSJHJOBMMZ
QMFEOPUHVJMUZJO'FCSVBSZ
ćF DIBSHFT TUFNNFE
GSPN BO JODJEFOU PO .BSDI
   JO XIJDI &EXBSETT
UISFFEPHTCJUBOZFBSPME
CPZJOIJTZBSEJO.PVOU7FSOPO ćF DIJME  JEFOUJĕFE BT
i5.w JO BQQFBMT DPVSU SFDPSET  SFDFJWFE  TUJUDIFT
BOE TVTUBJOFE NVMUJQMF JOKVSJFT -BTU ZFBS  UIF ,OPY
$PVOUZ EPH XBSEFO CSPVHIU
B DJWJM DBTF BHBJOTU &EXBSET 
EFTJHOBUJOH IFS EPHT BT iWJDJPVTw " .PVOU 7FSOPO
.VOJDJQBM $PVSU IFBSJOH PO
+VOF    BďSNFE UIF
EPH XBSEFOT EFTJHOBUJPOT
&EXBSET XIPCSFFETCPYFST 
ĕMFE BQQFBMT GPS UXP PG UIF
EPHT 0O "QSJM   UIF 'JęI
%JTUSJDU ,OPY $PVOUZ $PVSU
PG "QQFBMT SFKFDUFE CPUI BQQFBMT VQIPMEJOHUIFEFTJHOBUJPOT

"DDPSEJOH UP BQQFBMT
DPVSUSFDPSET 5.XBTQMBZJOHJOIJTZBSEXIFOUIFUISFF
EPHTiDIBSHFEwIJNBOEiCJU
IJNBOE ESBHHFE IJNw5FFOB -BOH  UIF DIJMET HSFBU
BVOUBOEMFHBMHVBSEJBO UPME
UIF DPVSU UIBU TIF IFBSE B
iCMPPEDVSEMJOHTDSFBNwBOE
PCTFSWFE UIF EPHT BUUBDLJOH 5. -BOH HPU UIF EPHT
UPMFBWFBOEDBMMFE-BOH
DPVMEOPUCFSFBDIFEGPSDPNNFOU
0OUIFEBZPGUIFJODJEFOU 
&EXBSET XBT JO #FSMJO  (FSNBOZ BOE ćFSFTB (BCMF  B
GSJFOE  XBT JO DIBSHF PG IFS
EPHT  BDDPSEJOH UP &EXBSET
BOE IFS MBXZFS  %PVHMBT "
'VOLIPVTFS
ićJT XPNBO IBT B IFBSU
PGHPMEXIFOJUDPNFTUPIFS
BOJNBMT w (BCMF TBJE i<)FS
EPHT>NJOEUIFJSNBOOFSTy
*EPOUTFFIPX<UIFDPVSU>DBO
UIJOL UIFTF EPHT BSF WJDJPVT
BOEEBOHFSPVTw
(BCMFTFSWFEBTBXJUOFTT
JO &EXBSETT DJWJM DBTF MBTU
ZFBS BOE XJMM UFTUJGZ BU IFS
TFOUFODJOHOFYUNPOUI
&EXBSET UPME UIF CollegianUIBUTIFJTOPUBMMPXFEUP
DPNNFOUCFDBVTFUIFNBUUFS

JTBDJWJMDBTF*OBOJOUFSWJFX 
'VOLIPVTFS TBJE UIBU IF JOTUSVDUFEIFSOPUUPDPNNFOU
i"OZUIJOH TIF TBZT DPVME CF
VTFEBHBJOTUIFSCZBKVEHFPS
KVSZ  TP TIFT HPJOH UP NBJOUBJOIFSTJMFODF wIFTBJE
'VOLIPVTFS TBJE UIBU
5.T GBNJMZ NBZ CSJOH B
QFSTPOBM JOKVSZ DBTF BHBJOTU
&EXBSET )F FYQMBJOFE UIBU
&EXBSET MJLFMZ QMFE OP DPOUFTUTPUIBUUIFQMFBDBOOPUCF
VTFEBHBJOTUIFSJOBQPUFOUJBM
DJWJMDBTFCSPVHIUBHBJOTUIFS
CZUIFDIJMETGBNJMZ
i,BUISZOT CFFO B WFSZ
IBQQZ SFTJEFOU PG ,OPY
$PVOUZ BOE<UIJTJODJEFOUJT>
TPNFUIJOH UIBU TIF XBOUT UP
QVUCFIJOEIFS w'VOLIPVTFS
TBJE
&EXBSET JT TDIFEVMFE GPS
TFOUFODJOH GPS IFS DSJNJOBM
DIBSHFTPO.BZBUBN
BU UIF .PVOU 7FSOPO .VOJDJQBM$PVSU&EXBSETDPVME
GBDF VQ UP  EBZT JO KBJM GPS
FBDIDIBSHFBTXFMMBTQPUFOUJBMĕOFT BDDPSEJOHUP'VOLIPVTFS 'VOLIPVTFS QMBOT UP
SFDPNNFOE UIBU &EXBSET
CF TFOUFODFE UP B UXPZFBS
QSPCBUJPOBOEFYQFDUTUIJTJT
XIBUTIFXJMMSFDFJWF

Hazing incidents reported
VICTORIA UNGVARSKY
NEWS EDITOR

-BTU XFFLT 7JMMBHF 3FDPSE .BSDI
"QSJM   DJUFE GPVS JOTUBODFT PG IB[JOH BDUJWJUJFT PO DBNQVT )PXFWFS  TQFDJGJD EFUBJMT XFSF OPU NBEF BWBJMBCMF UP
UIFQVCMJD%JSFDUPSPG4UVEFOU"DUJWJUJFT
BOE (SFFL -JGF -BVSB ,BOF BDLOPXMFEHFEIFSBXBSFOFTTPGUIFBMMFHBUJPOTJO
BOFNBJMUPUIFCollegian
i$POTFRVFODFT GPS CFJOH GPVOE SFTQPOTJCMFGPSWJPMBUJOHUIFIB[JOHQPMJDZ
IB[JOH MBX BSF EFUFSNJOFE UISPVHI UIF
0GGJDF PG 4UVEFOU 3JHIUT BOE 3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFT BOE DPVME JODMVEF B WBSJFUZ PG
TBODUJPOT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF DJSDVNTUBODFT w,BOFXSPUF

,BOFEJEOPUTQFDJGZUIFTQFDJGJDPSHBOJ[BUJPOTGBDJOHBMMFHBUJPOT
5IFCollegianSFBDIFEPVUUPUIFQSFTJEFOUTPGFBDIGSBUFSOJUZBOETPSPSJUZPO
DBNQVT UP DPNNFOU 5IFUB %FMUB 1IJ
EFDMJOFE BTEJE(SFFL$PVODJM1SFTJEFOU
.BOKVM #IVTBM 4IBSNB  "MQIB %FMUB
1IJ &QTJMPO%FMUB.V 1IJ,BQQB4JHNB
BOE 1IJ ,BQQB 5BV TBJE UIFZ EJE OPU
LOPX FOPVHI BCPVU UIF JTTVF UP DPNNFOU"TPGQSFTTUJNF %FBOPG4UVEFOUT
)BOL 5PVUBJO BOE %JSFDUPS PG 4UVEFOU
3JHIUT BOE 3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFT 4BNBOUIB
)VHIFT BTXFMMBT"MQIB4JHNB5BV #FUB
5IFUB1J %FMUB,BQQB&QTJMPO %FMUB1IJ 
%FMUB 5BV %FMUB BOE ;FUB "MQIB 1J  EJE
OPU JNNFEJBUFMZ SFQMZ UP SFRVFTUT GPS
DPNNFOU

cORRECTIONS

*OiWhiteness ProjectRVFTUJPOTJEFOUJUZw "QSJM  UIFCollegianTUBUFEUIBUUIFĕMNWhiteness ProjectXBTGVOEFECZ1#4 XIFOJOGBDUJUXBTGVOEFECZ107B1#4EPDVNFOUBSZTFSJFTQSPEVDFECZ"NFSJDBO%PDVNFOUBSZ *ODćFBSUJDMFBMTPTUBUFEUIBU7JTJUJOH*OTUSVDUPSPG
4PDJPMPHZ+PTFQI&XPPE[JFCSPVHIUUIFQSPKFDUUPDBNQVT CVU"TTJTUBOU%JSFDUPSPGUIF0ďDF
PG%JWFSTJUZ &RVJUZBOE*ODMVTJPO;BIJEB4IFSNBO&XPPE[JFXBTSFTQPOTJCMF-BTUMZ UIFBSUJDMF
NJTUBLFOMZBUUSJCVUFEUIFJEFBBOEQBSUJBMRVPUFUIBU,FOZPOMBDLTPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPiNBLFXIJUF
QFPQMFUIFDFOUFSPGDPOWFSTBUJPOBHBJOwUP;BIJEBJOTUFBEPG+PTFQI BOEQMBDFEUIFRVPUFPVUPG
DPOUFYUćFRVPUFXBTQBSUPGBTFOUFODFEFTDSJCJOHUIFJEFBPGNBLJOHXIJUFTUIFDFOUFSPGUIF
DPOWFSTBUJPOBTQFSWFSTFSBUIFSUIBOBTBHPBMPGUIFQSPKFDUPSUIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHFWFOUćFCollegianSFHSFUTUIFFSSPST
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Buildings and Grounds releases student survey results
Continued from Page 1

Chief Business Officer
Mark Kohlman said the survey information, as well as
additional feedback from the
Buildings and Grounds Committee and the Housing and
Dining Committee, went to an
ad hoc committee of the Board
of Trustees.
“[They have] been looking
at the overall process of prioritizing projects that are outlined in the master plan and
other projects that we’ve identified. So that’s an ongoing
board discussion about how
we prioritize going forward,”
Kohlman said.
But the survey results are
just a part of the plan. “There’s
a lot of factors that go into
making those decisions and
feedback from different constituencies, planning, funding, all those kind of things
have to come together before
the final decision is made.”
Vice President of Library
and Information Services
(LBIS) Ron Griggs said “one
of the goals of the library is to
integrate academic and other
student services. A new building could make more space for
those services.”

Griggs added that the
Greenslade Special Collections
and Archives may be expanded, and that there is a possibility of the Career Development
Office (CDO) moving to the
library. However, Griggs said
the current Olin and Chalmers
Libraries spaces are functioning as fully as they can.
“We may be at the limit of
what we can do with the current buildings, and students
react to the fact that the library doesn’t have the capacity for everything they need,”
Griggs said. “The library feels
small.”
Amy Badertscher, associate vice president of LBIS, said
that in attempting to figure
out where to go, the College
must assess what it has.
“Chalmers is a big rectangle, and we’ve pretty much
maximized what we can do
with that space,” Badertscher
said. “Olin, on the other hand,
is a different story, having
stack space pretty much f loor
to ceiling. It’s harder to figure
out how to work with that.”
Badertscher said the only real
options for further modernization of the library are constructing a completely new
building — preferably in the

LINNEA FELDMAN EMISON | COLLEGIAN

Chalmers, opened in 1962, and Olin, opened in 1986, are slated for renovation according to the Master Plan.
same location — or a major
renovation of Olin.
Griggs, however, acknowledges that regardless of student input the college will
make the final decision.

Badertscher said that “regardless of what happens for
us, thinking of a new library
is thinking of how to continue to offer the services we do
and making it as f lexible as we

U.S. News rankings reflect biases
Continued from Page 1

that the difference between
number one in the U.S. News
and number 10 in the U.S.
News is actually statistically
insignificant,” he said.
Currently, Kenyon ranks
30th on U.S. News’ list of the
top national liberal arts colleges. Williams is number
one, Oberlin ranks 23rd and
Denison ranks 51st.
The U.S. News website details some of the criteria behind its rankings and qualifies their value, stating, “The
host of intangibles that makes
up the college experience can’t
be measured by a series of
data points.” Past scrutiny of
the U.S. News rankings criticized their focus on a school’s
incoming class, rather than
on how an institution changes
students. In recent years, U.S.
News has shifted to give greater weight to what happens after a student enrolls.
Currently, the U.S. News
ranking gives “student selectivity” (as determined by
test scores and class rank of
incoming students, among
other factors) a 12.5 percent
weight. Retention, as determined by the portion of students who return for sophomore year and by the students
who graduate within six years,
now counts for 22.5 percent.
Faculty resources, measured

“

To the best of my knowledge, the U.S. News and World Report is not
a ranking that’s concerning itself with how well institutions are
providing access.”
Diane Anci, Incoming Dean of Admissions

partly by class size and salaries, contribute to 20 percent.
Financial Biases?
Since SAT and ACT
scores tend to be correlated
with income, emphasizing
test scores may disadvantage
low-income students and the
schools that admit them. “Research has shown that preference goes to those who can
pay for tutoring and things
like that,” Kenyon’s Interim
Dean of Admissions Darryl
Uy said.
In response to potential
class biases, some schools,
such as American University
and Sarah Lawrence College,
have become “test-optional,”
which means that students do
not have to submit test scores
to apply. U.S. News bases its
selectivity figure on such
scores, leading some to charge
U.S. News with penalizing
test-optional institutions. “To
the best of my knowledge, the
U.S. News and World Report is
not a ranking that’s concerning itself with how well institutions are providing access,”
Anci said.
Other publications have
responded with rankings

meant to prioritize accessibility. Washington Monthly
releases a “bang for the buck”
college ranking and states
an aim to reward colleges
that generate social mobility.
Among liberal arts colleges,
Washington Monthly rates
Kenyon at number 66. Bryn
Mawr is number one, Oberlin
is number 10 and Denison is
number 62.
Some praise Washington
Monthly for giving weight to
the graduate fulfillment rather than to their salaries. Currently, Forbes relies on data
from payscale.com in determining its college ranking,
which some see as delegitimizing alumni who work for
organizations like Teach for
America and the Peace Corps.
Kenyon comes in 42nd on
Forbes’s list of “America’s Top
Colleges.” Williams is number one, Oberlin is number
43 and Denison is number 95.
Given that women on average
earn less than men, payscale.
com’s data may hurt women’s
colleges.
A Matter of Incentives
The top 10-ranked colleges
and universities, according to

U.S. News, tend to have one
thing in common — endowments close to a billion dollars. By comparison, Kenyon’s
endowment stands at just over
$200 million.
U.S. News favors colleges
that can spend more, as measured by figures such as average spending per student.
Kevin Carey, the director of
education policy at the New
America Foundation, a nonpartisan research group, said
in a New York Times article:
“If you figure out how to do
the same service for less money, your U.S. News ranking
will go down.”
For most colleges, spending to look good in rankings
necessarily means cutting
spending somewhere else.
“There are some institutions that take U.S. News very,
very seriously and have organized themselves in administrative ways to enhance the
ranking,” Anci said. “It seems
to me that you ought to be deploying scarce [resources] first
in the service of the greater
good and if that happens to
improve your ranking, terrific.”

can.”
The Board of Trustees will
meet to discuss aspects of the
Master Plan, among other issues, from April 23-25 on campus.

Gambier to get
new bus stop
Bus route to Columbus will pick up in
front of McBride Residence Hall.
MAYA KAUFMAN
FEATURES EDITOR

A new bus route running through Gambier
may help pop the Kenyon bubble.
GoBus, a rural bus
service operated by
Lakefront
Lines,
is
planning to add a bus
stop in front of McBride
Residence Hall that will
connect Gambier to a
new, twice-a-day bus
route, which will run
from Wooster to Columbus.
Other stops on the
route will be Mount
Vernon, Newark, Millersburg, Granville and
Pataskala, according to
a GoBus employee.
GoBus contacted Associate Dean of Students
Tacci Smith three weeks
ago regarding the possibility of installing a bus
stop on Kenyon’s campus, according to Director of Campus Safety
Bob Hooper.
“It was at least worth
trying,” Hooper said.
Hooper and Smith

agreed on Kenyon’s behalf to put a stop in
Gambier, and the College then reached out
to the Village Council
for approval. Smith did
not immediately return
a call requesting comment.
Village Administrator Suzanne Hopkins
said the council was
“very supportive” of
the proposition. Hopkins added that she does
not foresee any potential problems with a bus
route running through
Gambier.
Hooper also helped to
determine the best location for the bus stop. He
suggested McBride because of its central location on campus and because it would provide
enough space for a bus
to easily make turns.
Although
GoBus
has not yet decided the
starting date or rates for
the route, Hopkins and
Hooper said the line
will likely start running
in approximately two
weeks.
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Relay For Life raises $33,000, but falls short of $58,000 goal
Some attendees observed an unusually low turnout, but Relay administrators maintain the event was still a success.

JACK STUBBS
STAFF WRITER

Every April, Relay For Life
takes over the Kenyon Athletic Center’s (KAC) indoor
track for a 12-hour fundraising event to benefit the American Cancer Society (ACS).
This year, Relay raised almost
$33,000, falling short of the
$58,000 goal Kenyon’s Relay
committee had hoped for. The
event raised approximately
$52,000 in 2014 and $70,000
in 2013, according to Assistant Director of New Student
Orientation and Community
Programs Lacey Filkins, who
helps run the event. Kenyon’s
Relay Committee will continue accepting donations until
June.
“2013 … and 2014 were
banner years in terms of fundraising,” Filkins wrote in an
email to the Collegian. “The
problem with raising so much
so quickly is that it is not sustainable, and many times the
campus will feel burnt out
from being pushed to fundraise so hard.”
This year, Relay took place
during the day rather than
all night, as was the tradition

in the past. “It felt less disjointed,” Filkins wrote of this
year’s scheduling. “We also
had much better attendance
from [non-student] community members … because the
event was more accessible being during the day.”
However, some attendees
felt that the event suffered
from low student attendance,
including from members of
Greek organizations. Greeks
have had significant Relay
presences in recent years
— seven out of Kenyon’s 12
Greek groups had fundraising tables at the event. Although former Director of
Student Activities and Greek
Life Christina Haas, who
was heavily involved in Relay when she was at Kenyon,
strongly recommended that
Greek organizations take part
in the event, participation was
never mandatory, contrary to
common belief across campus. Filkins confirmed that
Greeks were not mandated to
attend Relay this year.
Zeta Alpha Pi (Zetas) was
one of the Greek organizations that attended Relay this
year. “I don’t think attendance
is necessarily required, but we

[Zetas] always attend [Relay
For Life],” captain of the Zetas’ Relay team Lucia Priselac
’15 said. “Two years ago, a lot
of people were here and all of
the tables were filled.”
Isobel Rosenberg ’15, another Zeta who attended
the event, agreed that Relay
seemed emptier this year. “It
definitely seems like there are
less people and less enthusiasm this year, which is kind of
sad,” she said. “Usually more
teams and organized groups
all have their own table.” This
year, many fundraising tables
set up around the KAC track
remained bare throughout
the event.
Priselac, however, does not
believe that making the event
mandatory for other groups
would necessarily be a step
forward. “I would rather the
event be attended by fewer
people who are more committed to the event and the cause
rather than having more people here who weren’t enjoying
themselves,” she said.
Relay Committee CoChair Evie Kennedy ’17 said
that Kenyon students’ perception of Relay For Life as an organization may have impact-

EMILY STEGNER | COLLEGIAN

This year, Relay For Life featured many changes, including its hours of operation.
ed low student attendance.
“There have been a lot of rumors this year about Relay
and [ACS] as a corporation;
for instance, about how the
CEO is paid a lot of money,”
she said. “I think those critiques are valid … but ACS
has the third-lowest overhead
cost of any nonprofit organization in the nation.”
However, Relay Committee co-chair Hannah Laub ’16

still believes this year’s Relay
went well. “I thought the event
was a huge success,” Laub
said. “The spirit and the feel
of Relay this year was through
the roof. … The people that
were there were psyched to be
there.”
The impact of Relay For
Life is harder to understand
for those who haven’t actually attended the event, said
Greta Greising ’16, the Relay

Committee’s public relations
co-chair. “People who have
participated in Relay For Life
understand the importance
of it, especially the Luminaria ceremony,” Greising
said, referring to a ceremony
that recognizes survivors and
those who have lost their battles with cancer. “Those who
haven’t participated in Relay
don’t feel the same draw to it
as people who have.”

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Knox County Head Start, Inc.
Celebrating 50 Years of Serving Children & Families in Knox County
A National Head Start Center of Excellence
Special thanks to the “Head Start Heroes” who regularly worked in our
classrooms or helped out elsewhere
with Head Start programming, including: Abigail Younger, Alma Urbano,
Anna Walley, Ashlyn Johnson, Barbara
Karakis, Benjamin Payner, Carol Duvall,
Caroline Del Giudice, Caroline Burley,
Claire Matlack, Colleen Kelley, Connor
Garrity, Dominic Camperchioli, Edgar
Arceo, Eleanore Maclean, Eliza Cohen,
Evie Kallenbach, Faith Masterson, Gabby Alziari, Hannah Shank, Kat Englert,
Kate Markey, Kelly Bryan, Kylah Rymond, Lacey Filkins, Lorie Shults, Maya
Street-Sachs, Meredith Heckler, Mesa
Owen, Michael Taylor, Olivia Desilva,
Olivia Walsh, Sam Filkins, Tom Lepley
and Zoe Smith.

Knox County Head Start thanks the many
Kenyon students and Gambier community
members who supported the program this
year, with special thanks to the Athletic Department, College Township Fire Department, Circle K, Crozier Center for Women,
Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, Epsilon Delta
Mu Sorority, the Football Team, the Gambier
Library, Grounds and Maintenance Staff, Harcourt Parish, Kenyon Days of Service Volunteers, the Kenyon Community Pre-Orientation
Volunteers, Dana Krieg -Associate Professor
of Psychology, the Kokosingers, the Ransom
Notes, Student Affairs staff volunteers, Village of Gambier, Women’s Soccer Team, and
the Volleyball Team. KCHS has served Knox
County since 1965 and currently serves over
400 children and their families annually. Your
generosity inspires our work.

Congratulations graduates, and to returning students, we hope to see you next year.
An Agency supported by
the Community Foundation of Mount Vernon and
Knox County and the
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ResLife redistributes CAs
Continued from Page 1

Office of Financial Aid decided to make this change
to improve the payment
system for CAs who receive
financial aid. With the current system, the money that
CAs earned was deducted
from their financial aid
packages.
Director of Housing
and ResLife and Assistant
Dean of Students Jill EngelHellman said the motivation behind changing the
distribution of CAs around
campus was to “create a better representation of the student body.” ResLife wishes
to ensure all students have
a support system. “We want
to support students in all
four years,” she said. “Just
because you’re an upperclass student doesn’t mean
you don’t need support. You
just need different support.”
Phoebe Roe ’16, a CA for
the New Apartments and a
Collegian staff writer, said,
“During the transition from
first year to sophomore, it
can be jarring if students
don’t have the same support
system.”
In the past, there have
been upperclassman CAs
assigned to as few as 30 residents and as many as 120.

“

We want to support students in all four
years. Just because you’re an upperclass student doesn’t mean you don’t need support.”
Phoebe Roe ’16, Community Advisor

Engel-Hellman and Scott
Gill-Jacobson, assistant director of Housing and ResLife, have realized that it’s
about achieving a balance.
Gill-Jacobson said “you
can’t help 120 students like
you can help 30, but bigger
communities also allow for
bigger opportunities.”
The redistribution will
also allow for more equitable rounds. Next year there
will be two upperclassman
CAs on duty north and
south instead of just one.
Roe believes having two
CAs on duty at all times is
“much more feasible in case
of an emergency.”
As the CA:student ratio
increases, ResLife emphasizes that the decision was
not made to increase rule
enforcement. “We’re not a
police force,” Engell-Hellman said. “Enforcing policy
is part of what we do but
we don’t want that to be the
primary function. Kenyon
is known for relationships.
We want students to be able

to set up good relationships.
We don’t want it to be an adversarial thing.”
ResLife adjusted the application process this year to
include three critical thinking activities that evaluated
students.
Gill-Jacobson
said, “We look for a personal
philosophy or interest that
mirrors or mimics the goals
of the program.” EngelHellman said, “There were
lots of people we would have
loved to hire but weren’t able
to place.” Roe believes that
the program’s selectivity is a
good thing.
This year was particularly competitive for CA
applicants. There were 56
applicants in total, which
was more than last year. Fifty-one students completed
the whole application process and of that pool only
17 were hired to join the 29
returning CAs. “It speaks
very highly that we had 29
returners. We’ve never had
as many.” Gill-Jacobson
said.

Earth Day fest sprouts up
This year’s Earth Day Festival will
feature half marathon, farmers’ market.
LAUREN ELLER
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon’s campus will
come to life with the Earth
Day Festival, a half marathon and a four-mile run
this Sunday, April 19. The
races will begin at 8 a.m.,
and the festival will begin
at 10 a.m.
Heather Doherty, director of programming for
the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC)
and coordinator of the
festival events, worked
with BFEC partners and
other organizations to execute the event.
Some partners include
the Knox County Health
Department, The Ohio
State University Extension Office and the Knox
County Park District. “ I
think it’s a great opportunity for the College as
they pursue even greater
community involvement.
This is very much an event
that’s of and for the community,” Doherty said.
She added that there
will be a number of groups
and individuals selling
products during the fes-

tival, and that there will
be over 90 exhibitors and
vendors present.
“A lot of them will be
making handbags and
clothing and jewelry, and
… someone’s making
bowls out of records and
you can make a bag out of
an old T-shirt, and just a
lot of really fun products,”
she said. “So it’s a great
way to feel good about
your shopping habits.”
There will also be a
small farmers’ market
to accompany the other
events and vendors who
will sell products such as
eggs, meat, cheese and
other produce, as well as
sweet treats like maple
syrup and honey.
The two races will span
Kenyon’s campus and beyond, according to Emily
Heithaus, coordinator of
lifetime fitness and physical education and committee member for the
races.
John Hofferberth, associate professor of chemistry and director of the
Earth Day races, added
that the structure of the
race options has changed

5

over the years.
“Initially it was a full
marathon and half marathon, and there was also
a relay option, so you
could do a relay full marathon,” he said. “And what
we found over the years
is that first of all the half
marathon is the most
popular running distance
in the country right now.
Everyone loves the half
marathon. And so the half
marathon’s always been
the signature race.”
He mentioned that the
four-mile race stemmed
from the fact that students
and community members
tended not to do the marathon. Providing a fourmile option encouraged
more local involvement.
Heithaus said there will
be open race-day registration available for anyone
who is unable to register
online beforehand (www.
premierraces.org) so that
participants can register
on a walk-in basis if they
wish.
“What we really want
to make the event is a celebration,” Doherty said,
“and also to illustrate that
there are really easy ways
to be good to yourself and
the planet.”

ON THE RECORD
DR. BRYAN CAPLAN

AUTHOR AND PROFESSOR
MARY SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

As someone who possesses a Ph.D himself, Dr. Bryan
Caplan is an odd spokesman
for the case against education. An expert in the field
of public choice, where economics and political science
meet, Caplan argues that the
current American institution of education is superf luous and irrelevant to the
realities of the job market
His next book, The Case
Against Education, will be
published in 2017. Caplan, a
professor of economics and
political science at George
Mason University, will speak
today at 11:10 a.m. in Olin
Library.
What is your case against
education?
Education pays [because]
you’re showing off, and
when government encourages education it doesn’t mean
that everyone can get a better job, it just mainly means

that you need to get more education in order to be considered. It’s really a treadmill. It’s
futile, and it would be better
if government did a lot less to
encourage education and people got less and started their
lives earlier. As an economist
I focus more on the economic
part, saying that education is
a good way for an individual
to get ahead in life, but it’s not
a good way for society to get
ahead. Then I also talk about,
‘Well, what about in terms of
enriching your life?’ For that
I say, you don’t have to go to
college to enrich your life, especially with the Internet and
online learning. If you’re just
curious and want to expand
your mind, you can do it in
your spare time for free. So really, economically, education
is counterproductive. It just
encourages people to spend
more time hiding from life instead of actually learning how
to do a job.
What do you hope to
achieve in talking to Kenyon

students or students in general? How do you hope to affect the way they see education or the way they discuss
it?
Either I will change their
minds or they will change
mine. Since I’ve thought about
it for a long time I think it’s
more likely that I will change
their minds. I have put a lot of
work into this and I think I’ve
got a compelling case. A big
part is that I want to convince
people that this is the way
things really work. Education
tends to go down one of two
paths: one is people say what
you learn in school you don’t
need to know in the real life;
so, there’s no point in going to
school. The other view is that
you do need education to do
well in real life; so, what you
learn in school must be useful.
I’m saying something that’s
different from either of these.
I’m saying [that] what you
learn in school is really not
very useful for what you learn
in [a] job, but you still have to
learn it and you still have to

pass these classes if you want
to get a job. So I hope to get
that message through [to] students. Of course I’d like to
make learning interesting so I
try to make it fun for people.
Honestly, in my own mind I
like to remember whether
people were laughing when I
was talking or not.
What is the point of going
to college? How do you keep
people inspired by this idea
of a good education?
Nothing that I’ve said contradicts the claim that going
to college is important for
getting a job, and in fact that’s
exactly what I think. In our
society, you need to get a degree in order to get most good
jobs. There are some jobs that
require less education that
are well-paid; plumber, electrician, [etc]. Still, if you [receive] more education, then
you make more money. In
terms of the inspiration, the
vague, honest truth is [that]
very few students are inspired
because most college students

COURTESY OF KEVIN VALLIER

Bryan Caplan’s new book will hit
shelves in 2017.
find school incredibly boring. I do try to inspire my
students; I try to make it fun
for them. A lot of what I do is
try to think more about, ‘Is
this an interesting and important topic for students to
hear and learn about?’ If [the
answer] is yes then I try to
teach it.
This interview has been
edited for clarity and length.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

STAFF EDITORIAL

Lords and Ladies
of the landfill
This Earth Day, we hope the entire
campus will take the time to meander down to the KAC and enjoy the local cooking, invest in some “upcycled”
wares, pet llamas and learn how Kenyon
is investing in the countryside around us
so that we can enjoy an unsullied, rustic
Earth Day. On the way there, you might
sip responsibly sourced coffee in a paper Peirce cup and ref lect on the sublime
glint of beer cans in the fresh sunlight on
the south-campus lawn — an artistic act
of “upcycling” from weekend revelers.
Kenyon’s campus talks a good game
when it comes to green initiatives. At the
same time, the actions of many students
betray environmental negligence. Litter mars Middle Path after nearly every
weekend and students waste thousands
of Peirce paper cups because they can’t
be bothered to return the plastic ones
they’ve squirreled away. Students don’t
turn showers off completely, resulting in
precious water going to waste. The College advertises its use of local foods to
prospective students as an example of
our environmental virtuousness, yet at
the same time maintains investments in
companies that traffic in nonrenewable
fossil fuels. All this adds up to a considerable disregard for the environment,
and renders our rhetoric hypocritical.
We write this editorial or something
like it at least once a year, and still some
things never change. We realize that all of
our readership is not responsible for the
trash on the grounds or the repeated loss
of Peirce cups, but there’s a good chance
we know some of those who are. Before
you go and feel positively about yourself
for buying a recycled mailbox at Earth
Day, perhaps you can address the issues
of wastefulness presented when you leave
the lights on in your own dorm room or
see the lights on in a vacant classroom at
1 a.m. The disastrous effects of climate
change are real and will only worsen if
we don’t step up individually and collectively. We are lucky enough to enjoy
gorgeous, bucolic surroundings, unlike
many urban colleges, but we aren’t showing enough appreciation for our pastoral
home. “Going green” cannot merely be
for show. Eco-conciousness is not the latest hipster fad. It is an imperative.

CARTOON BY KELSEY OVERBEY

Lack of supplement drives diversity
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
CONTRIBUTOR

This past Thursday and Friday, hundreds of admitted students and their families arrived
at Kenyon College for the first
“Thumbs Up” program of the
year. The campus is currently
readying itself for the second
group of admitted students this
weekend. The result is simple:
more and more students are
applying to Kenyon each year,
allowing Admissions to turn
away more and more applicants.
Consequently, Kenyon is
growing more selective in the
increasing applicant pool each
year. Its prestige and admission ranks continue to garner
national respect. Kenyon’s application process is more accessible since the removal of the
writing supplement, but does
that mean it’s too easy?
For the April 2 issue of the
Collegian, Matthew Eley wrote
an article titled “Drop Common App.” His piece describes
the application process postsupplement as Kenyon’s way to
up the number of applications

it receives, thereby lowering its
acceptance rate. Eley satirically
compares Kenyon’s simple application process to Ted Cruz’s
idea of mailing postcard-size
tax forms to Americans.
However, while a post-supplement application does seem
simpler, Kenyon isn’t lowering
its standards in any way by using it. In fact, with merely the
Common Application and no
writing supplement, thousands
of applicants have to sell themselves to Kenyon in a transcript,
10 extracurricular slots and a
650-word essay. Having multiple chances to write about why
a college should accept you is
much easier than trying to nail
it in one clean essay.
Kenyon also receives the
Common Application free of
charge, which offers low-income students the opportunity
to apply to a school they might
be unable to apply to otherwise
due to submission fees. This is
a benefit to Kenyon’s student
body, which lacks economic diversity. Kenyon’s socioeconomically homogeneous population
often turns off many Kenyon
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“

Without a writing supplement, more students
are able to apply to Kenyon because they don’t have
to spend time writing multiple essays. ... It’s hard
for these busy students to find the time to breathe,
much less spend hours working on countless college writing supplements.

students and prospective students, but free submission of the
Common Application (along
with more scholarships) could
change that.
Without a writing supplement, more students are able to
apply to Kenyon because they
don’t have to spend time writing multiple essays. The majority of high school seniors divide their time between taking
AP/IB classes, participating in
extracurricular activities and
working jobs, all of which increase applicants’ chances of
getting accepted to and attending colleges. It’s hard for these
busy students to find the time to
breathe, much less spend hours
working on countless college
writing supplements. Kenyon
allows these students to make
the best use of their time by fo-

cusing on their studies and submitting one simple application.
The admitted classes’ GPAs
and SAT and ACT scores continue to climb higher each year,
and since dropping the writing
supplement, Kenyon has been
able to mold classes boasting
some of the most impressive
credentials the College has seen
yet. So is “Common Application only” a game the admissions office wants to play for the
sole purpose of lowering its acceptance rate? Or is it Kenyon’s
way of shaping the best incoming class it can while ensuring
that anyone can apply? You decide.
Hannah Lee Leidy ’18 is undeclared from Elizabeth City,
N.C. Contact her at leidyh@kenyon.edu.
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Choosing the path of reconciliation
J Street U members bring renewed
vigor all the way from D.C. conference.
SAMANTHA SHANKER
CONTRIBUTOR

On March 21, 10 Kenyon
students joined 1,100 college kids and 2,000 others in
Washington, D.C. for J Street’s
fifth national conference, and
we were reminded of a responsibility for reconciliation.
J Street is the political home
for pro-peace, pro-Palestine,
pro-Israel Americans. J Street
works to end the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories to secure peace and two
states for two peoples. We do
this in the interest of Palestinian human rights and the
continued existence of a Jewish and democratic Israel. To
say this is a simple goal is like
saying say that Gambier is a
bustling megacity. But J Street
is dedicated to making peace
a reality, inch by inch, and it
starts with our own personal
actions.
The conference reminded
us of our own responsibility by
pushing us to reexamine our
personal connection to the
conflict. Listening to members
of the Israeli parliament, Palestinian negotiators, journalists and current White House
Chief of Staff Denis Mc-

Donough helped us to understand that the status quo needs
to change, and that we can
work to make it happen. Often it is easy to think “I’m far
away,” or “I’m not knowledgeable enough on the subject.”
But all of us have a responsibility and opportunity to act
and to end the conflict. The
United States gives over $3 billion a year to Israel according
to Business Insider (September 20, 2012). Many of us grew
up in communities that cared
deeply about Israel and Israelis, Palestine and Palestinians.
We all have a role to play.
Often it is also easy to put
the conflict out of mind because for many of us living in
the U.S., or even for those living in thriving cities in Israel,
we do not see the everyday living conditions of those in the
West Bank, Gaza or in Israel
under the threat of rocket attacks. The undeniable and dire
situation for so many in the
region, including significant
and immediate human rights
violations, should propel us to
action everyday. For example,
just this past Sunday, NPR reported on the Otaish family
living in the Shujayeh neighborhood of Gaza City that was

“

Often it is easy to think ‘I’m far away,’ or
‘I’m not knowledgable enough on the subject.’ But all of us have responsibility and
opportunity to act and to end the conflict.”

bombed during the Gaza War
this past summer. The family
is living in a broken shell of
the home they once had, still
suffering the consequences
of a war that occurred almost
a year ago. We find it unacceptable that Israelis and Palestinians should have to live
through these kinds of cycles
of violence, and we seek out
political solutions to ensure
this cycle stops.
The last takeaway from
our weekend in D.C. was that
our feelings of responsibility
should manifest themselves in
concrete action. For example, J
Street U, the student-organizing arm of J Street, is working to make Jewish organizations more transparent about
where their funds go in Israel.
This transparency is crucial to
make sure money does not go
over the Green Line, the line
demarcating the 1967 border.
These organizations include
Jewish Federations across the
county that work to support
Jewish communities in 151
cities, and that donate money

to Israel. The Columbus Jewish Federation alone donated
over $1.5 million to the region
in 2013, according to its annual financial report. Most
of these funds remain within
the Green Line, but the exact
location of the funds from
Federations are often hard to
trace to their final destination.
The goal is to create an openness around funds that will
ultimately hold organizations
to their stated efforts toward
peace.
For the sake of the security
and well-being of both peoples, Israeli and Palestinian, it
is imperative that each one of
us relinquish the excuses that
create apathy and bar us from
action. We must instead organize, hold authority figures
and organizations accountable and engage in action toward peace.
Samantha Shanker ’17 is
a political science major from
Saint Louis, Mo. As a member
of J Street U, she can be contacted at jstreetu@kenyon.edu.

EDITORS’
CORNER
On the NCAs
ANNIE SHESLOW

Sure, the reinforced hot drink cups in Peirce are
sturdier than the walls of my home-sweet-home North
Campus Apartment 11C. And yes, to plug something
in, I have to summon the strength of Thor to get the
stubborn outlets to accept the prongs. However, the
shoddy construction is not what worries me about the
future of the NCAs.
My mom once quipped that I should savor the NCA
experience because it is the nicest house I’ll have for a
while. I then realized that NCAs are training wheels for
adulthood. The NCA lifestyle teaches us not to leave
broccoli in the fridge until it releases a terrifying gassy
smell. Maybe we learn to vacuum when the carpet has
amassed enough Middle Path rocks to make alumni
outraged at the idea of paving it. But the fact that we
get toilet paper delivered weekly is enough to dispel any
illusions of independent apartment living.
In our quest to play house, I worry we have become
the worst version of adults, shut up in our air-conditioned suburban paradises. South Quad on a sunny
April day will be ripe with bad country music, khakied
butts in Adirondack chairs and some vicious games of
corn hole. By contrast, the few isolated clumps of chatting friends spread out around my NCA loop on the last
warm Saturday seemed cliquey and pathetic. Though
it’s probably the three-weeks-left sentimental senior stupor talking, I hope that in the long run, the NCAs don’t
rupture the sense of community that was the purpose of
requiring on-campus housing in the first place.

MATTHEW ELEY

Having a little under two years of construction experience, I must say I would feel guilty charging Kenyon
College anywhere near half a million dollars for a North
Campus Apartment (NCA). I suspect that the hidden
but necessary costs are to be found in the those golden
dedication plaques, which must have upped the average
price for what the board had hoped would be affordable
student housing.
The campus needed a good, solid dorm, and while
it’s sad that one hall accommodates only one donor’s
name, it’s more sad when several houses bearing donors’
names are coming apart at the seams. Old Kenyon’s
regular maintenance fee is a splash of whitewash and a
carpet cleaning; I’m not sure if the unglued NCA carpet
squares could withstand carpet cleaning. It’s too bad that
Bexley Hall already has a name — finding a donor to
step in the shadow of Lord Bexley, all for a renovation,
is a tall task.
Even if the NCAs were economically priced, they
should still be returned to the Blue Light Special from
which they originated. The “minor” problems mentioned by Ms. Simonton in “New Downtown? Not if it’s
like the NCAs” (April 9, 2015) last week will no doubt
worsen; equally concerning are the construction flaws
like right angles that would look at home in rhombuses.
If aesthetic and utility flaws are an issue three years out of
the gate, more serious issues cannot be far behind. How
ironic it would be if we could not demolish the New Apts
because we need the space while restoring the NCAs.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Last week’s Collegian article “Three years later,
NCAs stand solid” quoted Assistant Professor of Political Science Michelle Mood as saying that “because
students who live in apartments are able to afford
nicer housing, they come from more privileged backgrounds and their complaints may be due to the fact
that they are used to a certain level of luxury.” This is
not necessarily true, though, since the Kenyon College Board of Trustees and senior administration of
the College now fund the difference between a standard double room in a dormitory and the cost of an
apartment double for seniors who receive need-based
financial aid. According to Director of Financial Aid
Craig Daugherty, “This was implemented this year
and the first class of students impacted are currently
living in the apartments.” Individual students and the
Diversity Advisory Council, now a part of the Office
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, brought this issue
to the administration about two years ago and measures were taken to equalize this particular housing
opportunity before the beginning of the 2014-15 academic school year.
—Deb Malamud ’17

The “Green” effect
Could the author’s fame limit diversity?
KAT RIDLEY
CONTRIBUTOR

Whenever I tell strangers back home that I go to Kenyon, the
first response I often get is “Oh, didn’t John Green go there?”
With his realistic and relatable portrayal of adolescents and his
unique writing style, Green indeed seems to have almost singlehandedly both put Kenyon on the map and, more importantly,
greatly increased the number of prospies stumbling through
Peirce Hall and sending in applications.
The recent fame of John Green ’00 is probably one of the
largest reasons for the spike in applications Kenyon has received.
While this makes me feel an internal glow being a Green fan myself, it also gives me a distinct sense of unease. What are the consequences of having so many students end up on the Hill simply
because of one author? Green certainly has a very distinct “Kenyon quirk” aesthetic to his writing, and I’ve never met a fan of his
I haven’t liked, but what bothers me is this: how can we hope to
accept so many “quirky” students with similar interests without
damaging our diversity? Do we really want the student makeup
of Kenyon to be so deeply influenced by a few famous alumni?
There’s no doubt Josh Radnor ’96 and Kenyon band Walk the
Moon also have contributed to Kenyon’s newfound fame, but
something tells me they tend to draw the same type of student
Green might.
There is nothing inherently wrong with this type of student,
and there’s nothing we can do to affect the number of them who
decide to apply. Honestly, I think they should apply; Kenyon’s
probably a great fit for them and I’m sure they would make a
great contribution to the Hill. However, I also think it is important to keep pushing for increased diversity on this campus, not
just racial or religious, but also that of interests and worldviews.
I do love Kenyon for its distinct atmosphere and the type of students it attracts; this is one of the only places where I have felt at
home in a community. I do not want to get rid of that feeling nor
how special Kenyon is because of it, but I also have to acknowledge that I achieve more personal growth when I get the chance
to talk to people who are not like me. And, sorry, but I am the
quasi-alternative, sock-mismatching, Green fan stereotype that
tends to be imagined in the minds of the prospies and parents
who’ve read all the college guides.
The most I can ask is just that admissions be aware of all
kinds of diversity, and keep in mind every prospective student’s
inherent value, whether or not they fit the stereotypical Kenyon
mold. Next year, I hope we receive more applications from prospies who are more in love with the professors, the student body
or maybe just the College itself. Those are the things that really
matter, and those are the aspects of Kenyon that will allow its
student body to continue being unique and fantastic, while also
enriching the Hill with new perspectives.
Kat Ridley ’18 is undeclared from Piedmont, Calif. Contact her
at ridleyk@kenyon.edu.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR

“I would actually probably go if Weird Al
Yankovic showed up.”
— Associate Professor
of Economics Jaret
Treber

Which artist
would you bring
to Sendoff?

“This expresses my teenage self:
Tori Amos and Lauryn Hill. When
I was 16, that’s what I would’ve
wanted. I don’t think I have an
adult version yet.”
— Visiting Instructor of Religious
Studies Joy Brennan

Civil War songs: Dan Emmett’s legacy in Knox County
Local festival pays
tribute to
controversial
songwriter.
MILO BOOKE
STAFF WRITER

“Away, away, away down south
in Dixie!” These lyrics come from
“Dixie,” one of the most recognizable songs in American history.
The song is disputably attributed
to Dan Emmett, a musician and
the creator of the first blackface
minstrel group who also hailed
from Knox County. Black minstrelsy, in which white actors
painted themselves with black
paint and acted out racial stereotypes, was popular during the
19th century.
Emmett was born in 1815 in
Mount Vernon, and he is one of
the most famous residents in the
city’s history. “Dan Emmett was a
rockstar,” Professor of Sociology
Howard Sacks said. Sacks founded a Dan Emmett festival and is
a renowned Emmett scholar. The
Dan Emmett Music and Arts Festival takes place every August in
Mount Vernon, and features local folk music and art. The Knox
County Historical Society Museum is akin to a shrine to Emmett.
Memorabilia from throughout
his life blankets the walls, and
numerous flyers from his concerts lay behind thick glass cases.
A sign at the city limits describes
Mount Vernon as the “birthplace
of Dan Emmett.” “He’s a cultur-

PHOTO COURTESY OF HOWARD SACKS

Dan Emmett’s home [above left, above center] and a historic plaque [above right] remind community members of Knox County’s musical history.
al icon here,” Haley Shipley ’17,
a resident of Knox County, said.
“There aren’t really many famous
people from the area, so we hold
on to the one person that we
have.”
Despite Emmett’s popularity
in Mount Vernon, the history of
his most famous song, “Dixie,” is
shrouded in controversy. “Dixie”
originally made its appearance in
blackface musical performances,
and was written in an exaggerated black vernacular. The lyrics
invoke a romanticized version of
life on a slave plantation. It was
also used as a Confederate battle march song during the Civil
War. Despite this, the song is still
widely performed and beloved in
America, especially in the South.
While many consider the lyrics to

“

He’s a cultural icon here. There aren’t really many
famous people from the area, so we have to hold on to
the one person that we have.”
Haley Shipley ’17

be racist, some in the local community believe the song captures
an important aspect of United
States heritage. “For the black
community in Mount Vernon, the
song is a source of cultural pride,”
Sacks said. “They have passed on
the story that the song was really
written by local black folks.”
The authorship of the song
has also recently been called into
question. It is likely that Emmett
did not write “Dixie” at all. The
local Snowden family may have
taught Emmett the song in the

late 1850s. (The Snowden Multicultural Center is named after
this family, and was built to honor their legacy in Knox County.)
Sacks claimed the song is actually a semi-biographical account of Ellen Snowden’s life as
a slave on a southern plantation.
“Dixie is a retelling of the experience of Ellen Cooper Snowden
and her family, in slavery and
freedom,” Sacks said. “What that
song meant to Ellen and her family was different than when it was
performed on the minstrel stage.”

Not all residents of Mount Vernon accept this alternate history
of “Dixie” as fact. Treasurer of the
Knox County Historical Society
Janet Jacobs was not convinced
of the potential influence of the
Snowdens, despite an inscription
on the Snowden family’s gravestone which reads, “They taught
Dixie to Dan Emmett.” Jacobs
described the inscription as being
false. “Dan Emmett wrote Dixie,”
she said. “It was impossible for the
Snowdens to have anything to do
with it. It’s ridiculous.”
Despite the song’s contested
authorship, Sacks maintains that
the question of who wrote “Dixie”
is not the most pertinent issue.
“What is more important is how
music moves,” Sacks said, “from
black to white and back again.”

Brewing behind the scenes, in dorms and in class
JULIA PLOTTEL
STAFF WRITER

Some underage students
will go to great lengths to obtain alcohol. Some are even
brewing their own beer. One
student’s resulting product,
though alcoholic, is not exactly what you would call
drinkable. In fact, it was so
questionable that the creator
dubbed it a “jank drank.”
All you need is a nonpasteurized liquid base, sugar and packaged yeast. These
simple ingredients made it
easy for a current Kenyon
senior, who asked to remain
anonymous because he began making alcohol while
underage as a first year in his
dorm room.
It’s been two years since
the anonymous student
made “jank drank.” “I
wouldn’t do it now that I’m

“

Yeast are very sensitive, so you have to
coddle them. If you’re a good parent and you
give them everything they want, they’ll be very
faithful.”

Brandon Warga, Helpline Manager

legal, but it was a fun thing
to do as a freshman,” he said.
While covertly making
alcohol in one’s first-year
dorm is prohibited, it is legal for individuals who are
of age to self-brew beer in all
50 states. Legal issues only
arise once consumption is
involved. Individuals need
a license to sell alcohol for a
profit, but if they are distributing it for free, no license
is required. Helpline Manager Brandon Warga has
been brewing his own beer
for four years. After visiting Belgium in 2010 with
his wife, he decided to act on

his longstanding curiosity
about the brewing process.
Warga explained that because beers in Belgium have
a taste and quality unlike
beers in other countries, he
and his wife became interested in learning about and
tasting various types of beer.
When they returned home,
Warga felt it was only natural that he try his hand at
brewing.
Beer is made by extracting sugar from barley or
other grains, adding hops
and then boiling the whole
mixture. Boiling the liquid
causes it to isomerize, which

MATTHEW ELEY

extracts the bitterness, flavor
and aroma from the hops.
The longer you boil, the
more you extract.
Much like baking, all
measurements must be precise, otherwise the product
may not come out as expected. “Yeast are very sensitive
so you have to coddle them,”
Warga said. “If you’re a good

parent and you give them
everything they want, they’ll
be very faithful.”
By the end of his first year
brewing, Warga was able to
produce a beer cleanly —
that is, without any defects
or off flavors. Now that he
has had some experience,
he is able to work on refining his recipes, balancing
the flavors and subtleties of
the beer.
But Warga isn’t the only
current brewer on campus.
Nicky Lenard ’15 is a student in Associate Professor
of Chemistry James Keller’s
independent study class on
brewing. Students research
the processes of brewing:
the malting and mashing of
grains, the chemical transformation of hops additions
and the biochemistry of the
fermentation process.
Every week, students

come in and present a new
beer-related topic. Everyone
brings in what he or she is
interested in. Students also
have the chance to brew
their own beer. Much like
“jank drank” creator and
Warga, students had to decide what they wanted to
include in the brewing process. “You have to be very
aware of the ratios,” Lenard
said. “It’s fun, but it’s very
scientific. You can’t be messing around.”
But the real question is —
how does it taste? For now,
the beer is still sealed away
undergoing the fermentation process, but won’t be
for much longer. During Senior Week, the students in
Keller’s independent study
class will be able to finally
taste their own beer and see
if it lives up to their expectations.
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S. Georgia on my mind: catching up with the Nuge
As the former Kenyon president continues along her career
path, she remains an advocate for the liberal arts.
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
NEWS ASSISTANT

S. Georgia Nugent, former president of the College, may have left Kenyon, but she has not left
the liberal arts.
Nugent
remembers
Kenyon fondly, but she
lives in the moment:“I’ve
never looked back in my
life. Whatever I’m doing,
I like it.” She does, however, have a Kenyon Google
alert and checks in from
time to time. Though she
has not closely followed
President Sean Decatur’s
tenure thus far, she has
reviewed the 2020 and
Master Plans. She likes
the ideas that the 2020
Plan lays out, but doesn’t
find it unique. “What
campus is there, in all of
America, that isn’t saying, ‘We need greater globalization, we need more
diversity?’” she said. Nugent briefly came back
to Gambier this week to
moderate a discussion in
Columbus between Decatur and the presidents of
Ohio Wesleyan University and Denison University. The topic of discussion was “The Relevance
of Liberal Arts in a High
Tech World.”
While president of Kenyon, Nugent also served
in various other posi-

tions including chair of
the board at the Council of Independent Colleges (CIC) in Washington, D.C., where she now
works as a senior fellow.
The CIC’s mission, according to its website, is
to “advance independent
higher education and its
leadership,” specifically
liberal arts education.
She oversees a CIC public relations campaign designed to combat media
“disinformation” about
the liberal arts. The CIC
also runs a Twitter account (@SmartColleges),
which “troll[s] the Twitterverse” and supports
tweets with positive messages about the liberal
arts. “We’re just trying to
get out good information
[about the liberal arts],”
Nugent said.
Working for the CIC,
Nugent travels to D.C.
every two weeks or so,
though she is currently building a house in
Princeton, near the university where she was an
undergraduate,
professor and administrator.
She and her husband live
in New York City, where
she is neighbors with reality television personality Tim Gunn. He is
“the world’s sweetest person,” according to Nugent. Gunn, who worked
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for many years in academia at Parsons School
of Design, will actually be
speaking at an upcoming
CIC event.
Nugent, though she
spends much of her time
in the States, has also been
promoting the liberal arts
overseas. For the past two
years, she has been serving on the board of trustees for the American University of Sharjah in the
United Arab Emirates.
MaryAnn
Baenninger,
the current President of
Drew University in New
Jersey, asked Nugent
to join the university’s
board. Nugent traces her
interest in this position
back to her time at Kenyon, where she worked
with other members of
the Great Lakes Colleges
Association to start a program called the Global
Liberal Arts Alliance,
which is dedicated to
“build[ing] relationships
with American-style colleges around the world,”
Nugent said, referring to
schools with liberal arts
structures. While many
American
universities
lean toward promoting a
more pre-professional education, more liberal arts,
“American-style” colleges
are opening around the
world, according to Nugent.

Senior Class Total:

52

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Former Kenyon president S. Georgia Nugent revisited the Hill this week.

“

I’ve never looked back in my life. Whatever I’m doing, I like it.”
S. Georgia Nugent, former Kenyon president

Even when working
overseas, Nugent still
works to improve the liberal arts in the U.S. She is
a member of the executive committee (and former chair of the board)
of Higher Education Resource Services, better
known as “HERS.” The
organization is launching
a project called the “HERS
100,” which will identify
100 women who would
be strong candidates for

Junior Class Total:

university and college
presidencies. “There are
about 23 or 25 percent [of
female university presidents in the U.S.], and
it’s remained constant for
more than 20 years,” Nugent said. Nugent, a member of Princeton’s first coed undergraduate class,
served as Kenyon’s first
female president.
Nugent’s impact on
Kenyon can be seen everyday. Under her 10-year

tenure, Kenyon
made
additions from the construction of the Kenyon
Athletic Center in 2006 to
the restoration of Peirce
Hall, as well as a successful capital campaign and
the classification of Kenyon as a “Hidden Ivy” by
Newsweek. Though “the
Nuge,” as she was affectionately known, may no
longer be employed by
Kenyon, her legacy lives
on.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

50

45

49

Answer

Emilia Louy ’15

Greta Greising ’16

Claire Tomasi ’17

Eliza Cohen ’18

Which Democrat recently
announced his or her presidential
campaign for the 2016 election?

Hillary Clinton

Hillary

Hillary Clinton

Hillary

Hillary Clinton

Paper Towns is the latest film
adaptation for which Kenyon
author?

John Green

John Green

John Green

John Green

John Green

What is the name of the
California musical festival that
opened this weekend?

Coachella

Coachella

Coachella

Coachella

Coachella

What magazine commissioned
an investigation of an article it
published on campus rape?

Rolling Stone

Rolling Stone

Rolling Stone

Columbia Report

Rolling Stone

4

4

3

Weekly Scores

4
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Designing a career
Renowned artist Ohio native George Bellows began his career by
creating yearbook illustrations for Kenyon.
PAIGE BEYER | STAFF WRITER

F

amed American realist painter
George Bellows kicked off his career
at Kenyon, but not as a student. Bellows illustrated the Kenyon yearbook, Reveille, despite not actually
attending the College.
Studying under Robert Henri, a member of
the Ashcan School art movement, Bellows aspired to achieve success as a painter. Although
he shifted from drawing to painting, Bellows
kept a sense of social commentary in his work.
He became known for his depictions of urban
life. His rough brushstrokes lent his paintings a
f luid, unfinished look.
Bellows painted the world in the way a person might casually take a photo with their cell
phone, according to Charlotte Lee ’18, a Gund
Gallery associate. “Even in both his cartoons
and his paintings he was known for depicting
the poor as the hero instead of a background
character — the political commentary on just
being an average human being,” she said.
A native of Columbus, Ohio, Bellows was a
student at The Ohio State University (OSU),
where he played both baseball and basketball.
In fact, Bellows contemplated pursuing a professional baseball career but instead left OSU his
senior year to study at the New York School of
Art.
While still attending OSU, Bellows illustrated for the university’s student-run yearbook,
Makio. He based his illustration style on political cartoons and drew inspiration from Billy
Ireland, a fellow Ohio native who went on to become a famed cartoonist.
How Bellows’ illustrations came to be in Reveille, then, remains a mystery. Bellows’s primary
connections to Kenyon came through athletics. At the time, OSU and Kenyon were regular
competitors, and according to an article written
by former Kenyon College Archivist Thomas B.
Greenslade, the speculation is that a few Kenyon
players saw his drawings and recruited him for
the job.
The art director of the yearbook at the time,
Dr. Fletcher R. Jackson, of the Class of 1904,
wrote in Greenslade’s article, “There was no artist in college at the time the book was published,
and we had to get outside help.” Jackson knew
Bellows better as an athlete, having competed
against him in both baseball and basketball. “It
was a big surprise when later on he became such
a famous artist,” he wrote.
Today, Kenyon’s yearbook differs drastically
from that of 1903. Gone are the days of illustrations, as technology has led to both simplicity
and possibility. “Now, [the computer] provides
the grids [platform used for photographs] for us,
so we have a lot more f lexibility,” Executive Assistant to the President and Provost and advisor
to Kenyon’s yearbook Pamela Faust said.
Although the digital age has shifted the focus
of yearbook art, Faust wouldn’t rule out adding
drawings back to the yearbook. “It’s certainly
something that would be a great way to pull art
back in,” she said. “I think that would give it an
extra spark.”

IMAGES COURTESY OF KENYON ARCHIVES

George Bellows’s illustrations were used as the cover designs for Kenyon yearbooks in the early 1900s.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
TODAY | 4:10 P.M.
SPEAKER
ROBERT EGAN: BUILDING
A CAREER IN THEATRE,
FILM AND TV
HILL THEATER

APRIL 17 | 7 P.M.
FILM
FILM SCREENING:
MOMMY

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

APRIL 17 | 7 P.M.
CONCERT

11

APRIL 18 | 7 P.M.
CONCERT

TAKE FIVE SPRING
CONCERT

OWL CREEK SINGERS
SPRING CONCERT
ROSSE HALL AUDITORIUM

ROSSE HALL AUDITORIUM

THEATER

An alum on the move, Davis runs 480 miles for father
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS ASSISTANT

Matty Davis ’11 embarked
on the journey of a lifetime
through his conceptual art
project Between Heaven and
Earth. Davis decided to pay
tribute to 132 passengers
killed when US Air flight
427 crashed in 1994. Among
those passengers killed was
Davis’s father, Tim. The deep
personal ties to the crash are
what led to Between Heaven
and Earth, a 480-mile journey following flight’s path
that Davis completed on foot.
Since 2013, Davis prepared
to travel the 480 miles from
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport to where the
plane went down only eight
miles from the Pittsburgh International Airport.
Six months prior to beginning the journey, Davis
trained his body to be able
to withstand the project’s
physical demands. Davis
used skills he acquired running long-distance and dancing at Kenyon to average 28
miles per day on the road. Although Davis was athletically trained, he still sustained
several small injuries dur-

COURTESY OF MATTY DAVIS

Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport to a plane crash site near Pittsburgh International Airport: 480 miles total.
ing the journey. Along with
the physical demands of the
project, Davis was confronted with many challenges,
including several incidents
with dogs on the highway.
“You wouldn’t believe the
psychological toll the weaving of trucks will have on
you over the course of eight
hours,” Davis said.
The emotional level of the
work originated from the
connections Davis made on
the journey itself, and the
changing social tensions that
were present in the various
locations Davis visited. On
his way through Indiana, Da-

vis encountered the impact
of the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act that passed
last month. “You definitely
feel the social tension,” Davis
said. One particular instance
in Indiana resulted in Davis
being verbally harassed because of his physical appearance.” I have long hair and
maybe certain other things
that people can stereotype,”
Davis said. Despite some
negative experiences, like
younger drivers swerving toward Davis on the highway,
the journey as a whole has
been a moving experience for
Davis. “It’s interesting how

events in the world converge
on this largely solitary space,”
he said. “I’ve had some amazing interactions with people
with incredible stories of
their own. That’s what’s incredibly meaningful to me.”
Davis’s ability to connect
with people grew considerably during his time at Kenyon. Assistant Professor of
Dance Kora Radella Feller
found a creative match in
Davis. Having taught him in
Beginning Modern Dance
in 2010, Radella found Davis
to be an exceptional dancer.
Although Davis did not have
previous dance experience,

Radella felt he was a perfect fit
for her annual dance concert.
“I love that he didn’t have a
lot of assumptions about the
field,” Radella said. Davis
later went on to work with
Radella on a number of dance
initiatives, including the formation of dance company
Boomerang. Davis “is a very
alive human, he’s very alive
with his body and his mind,”
Radella said. “He’s very curious and observant.”
Over the course of Between Heaven and Earth
Radella provided health
packages for Davis to take
advantage of during the jour-

ney. The packs contained
various foods like nuts and
chocolate milk that were designed to help Davis recover
physically. Radella also provided Davis with inspirational quotes to help him recover
emotionally from the oftenstressful days on the road.
Three days of the journey were devoted to documentation using both video
and photography to capture
Davis’s experience. “Part of
what’s so interesting about
this is that there’s multiple
spheres of audience,” Davis
said. The work as a whole is
meant to be an exchange between Davis and the members of his multi-media audience. “In the end this work
for me is questioning certain
basic human values that I’ve
tried to understand through
my life,” Davis said. “I think
that the most meaningful art
comes from a very human
place.” During the journey,
Davis experimented with
Instagram to chronicle his
progress. The Instagram account @mattywilliamdavis
features photos and videos of
Davis during his time on the
road using the hashtag #betweenheavenandearth.

Opera workshop displays ample quirk and heart
Opera might not be a popular college
activity, but this workshop entertained.
ANNIE DEVINE
STAFF WRITER

Gossip, romance, theft and
a great deal of laughter: Brandi
Recital Hall played host to them
all this past weekend. The Opera and Musical Theater Workshop’s performances of The Old
Maid and the Thief took place
on April 10 and 11.
This opera, originally written by composer Gian Carlo
Menotti for radio in 1939, tells
the story of solitary Miss Todd
(Julia Morris ’15), and her maid,
flirtatious Laetitia (Grace Potter ’17). They live in a sleepy
town, entertained by regular
visits from the town gossip, obtrusive Miss Pinkerton (Sam
Roschewsk ’18), and little else.
Their quiet world turns upside
down, however, when a handsome and charismatic stranger
named Bob (Conor Dugan ’15)
knocks on their door one rainy
night. What follows is a fastpaced, entertaining slew of misunderstandings, mishaps and
misbehavior, filled with a dy-

namic mix of humor and tenderness.
Director of The Old Maid
and the Thief and instructor of
the Opera and Musical Theater
Workshop Jennifer Marcellana
said she was pleased with the
performance. She and her cast
have been working on the show
since the beginning of the academic year, and while they put
on two of the scenes back in November for the workshop’s fall
preview, this was their first time
performing the whole show for
an audience. The debut came
with some difficulties. “Since it
was written for a radio, it wasn’t
really meant to be performed
with all the scene changes, but
I think we did a good job with
them,” Marcellana said. The
cast similarly expressed satisfaction. Potter said this was her
first time performing in a staged
opera, and that she was quite
nervous. “Learning the music
and memorizing it, even though
it was in English, was really difficult,” she said. Her director
and the rest of the cast agreed

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Roschewsk (left) and Morris share their hard work and angelic voices in Brandi through the opera workshop.
the music was a challenge. “It’s
not really intuitive,” Morris
added. Menotti’s compositions,
according to Potter, are notorious for their off-kilter harmonies and wild jumps, but if the
music was at all a struggle for
her or her fellow cast members,
the audience didn’t notice; their
voices wove together seamlessly
to tell this quirky story.
Like Potter, this was Morris’s
first time performing in an op-

era. After taking voice lessons
and learning sections of songs
through her years as a student,
she said the most rewarding
part of The Old Maid and the
Thief was putting it all together with a whole cast. However,
as she is a senior, it will also be
Morris’s last opera at Kenyon.
“I’m considering a performance
track in the future,” she said.
The performance brought
opera to our unlikely audi-

ence—cotemporary college students. “It was very funny and
very lighthearted,” said audience member Megan Althouse
’18, who had never been to an
opera before. She was not the
only one who thought so. The
crowd, an even mix of Kenyon students and community
members, was laughing in every scene, and the final bows
had the whole audience on their
feet.
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A breath of fresh air: wind ensemble welcomes spring
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS ASSISTANT

Instead of spending
Sunday afternoon outside
sunbathing, an audience of
around 30 ventured inside
of Rosse Hall and basked in
the Kenyon College Symphonic Wind Ensemble’s
lively music. Audience
member Meera White ’18
felt that the ensemble’s musical choices perfectly mirrored the warmth that took
over campus this past weekend. “It was really springthemed,” White said. “I felt
that it was bringing us into
a new era of sunshine and
happiness and positivity.”
During their 3 p.m. performance, the group played
selections from various
composers including David
R. Holsinger and Arnold
Schoenberg.
Holsinger’s “Liturgical
Dancers” opened the show.
The piece featured a wellrounded low brass sound
in its melodic chords. The
balance of sound between
the low end of the ensemble
and the high wind instruments gave the tune a feeling of majesty.
The next piece, Julie Giroux’s “One Life Beautiful,”
was a lovely compliment to
the opener. “One Life Beau-

tiful” took the full sound of
the ensemble and communicated a sense of serenity
to the audience. The bright
harmonies of the high
woodwinds
contrasted
beautifully with the lower
chords in the brass section.
Vincent
Persichetti’s
“Psalm for Band, Opus 53”
created a sense of movement throughout the entire ensemble. Call-and-responses between different
sections of the group allowed the music to flow in
a more dramatic fashion.
The high and clear tones of
the brass players brought
the piece to another level.
Each section of instruments worked together to
create a seamless transition
between moods within the
work.
After a brief intermission, the ensemble treated
the audience to William
Grant Still’s “Folk Suite
for Band,” which featured
three separate movements.
A light, playful tune defined each movement.
A strong clarinet sound
during the second movement, “Deep River,” created a soothing atmosphere,
while the third movement,
“Medley,” had a lively and
jaunty style. The piece
overall evoked the feeling

“

Humor is very
hard to communicate
musically. ... Wit is
something that takes
a lot of practice hearing.”

Professor of Music Dane
Heuchemer

of old-style Americana and
the hazy warmth of a summer spent in the South.
Before
performing
Schoenberg’s “Theme and
Variations for Band, Opus
43a,” Professor of Music Dane Heuchemer gave
the audience a brief music
lesson. “I haven’t had the
chance to teach 200-level
this year, so you’re going to
pay for it,” Heuchemer said
to his audience. Schoenberg’s “Themes and Variations” has been in the music department’s library for
the same amount of time
the average first year has
been alive — 18 years. Any
reluctance to pull out the
piece of music could be a
result of the sheer difficulty
of performing it. Percussionist Ben Douglas ’18 felt
that although the ensemble
had spent a lot of time preparing each tune for the
concert, the Schoenberg
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Kenyon’s Symphonic Wind Ensemble celebrates spring with a breezy, joyful selection.
piece required even more
attention to detail. “Each
concert comes with its own
challenges; for this particular concert it was definitely
‘Themes and Variations,’”
Douglas said. According to
Heuchemer, the difficulty
of performing the piece
originates in Schoenberg’s
attempt to write music with
humor. “There’s no way
it can sound right,” Heuchemer said. “Humor is

very hard to communicate
musically. … Wit is something that takes a lot of
practice hearing.” The last
few measures of “Themes
and Variations” resemble George Gershwin’s “A
Rhapsody in Blue.” Heuchemer had the ensemble
play the last five measures
of the piece first to demonstrate Schoenberg’s attempted jab at fellow composer Gershwin.

The show closed with
Raymond Scott’s “Powerhouse,” a piece of music that Warner Brothers
used as background music
for the Looney Tunes. The
tune was comical, lively
and in some ways a perfect
send-off for the ensemble’s
graduating seniors. “I can’t
think of a better way to
say goodbye to our seniors
than with cartoon music,”
Heuchemer said.

New comedy collaborative takes main stage
Live from Gambier, it’s
Saturday night!
ELANA SPIVACK
ARTS EDITOR

Any artist will say that coping
with rejection is crucial to success; for those involved in planning this past Saturday’s “Very
Good Comedy Show,” their journey was no different. Samantha
Shanker ’17 and Ethan Fuirst
’17, members of campus sketch
comedy group Beyond Therapy
and stand-up group Two-Drink
Minimum, respectively, suggested the idea to their fellow
comedians from their groups, as
well as to improv group Fools on
the Hill, that the three groups all
perform in Rosse Hall one night.
The groups initially turned it
down, but Fuirst and Shanker
held on to this idea anyway.
Since January, the two comedians, along with four fellow students, continued to meet several
times a week to produce a variety comedy show, culminating
in “Very Good Comedy Show,”
which went up on April 10 in
Rosse Hall.
The performance, greeted by
an almost-full house, showcased
10 sketches enacted by 13 students, plus guest appearances by
President Sean Decatur and Pro-

fessor of Drama Jonathan Tazewell ’84. Kenyon band Trix and
the Kids performed as the house
band, and comedic musical theater troupe The Company performed a dance interlude. The
sketches encompassed various
kinds of humor, from satirical
racial commentary to an original musical number about the
tough decision between eating
at Chipotle Mexican Grill or at
Panera Bread.
This project, the first of its
kind at Kenyon in recent memory, was the brainchild of Fuirst,
Shanker, Dylan Jones-Tuba ’15,
Kyra Baldwin ’17, Libby Gardner ’15 and Ben Fisher ’17, all
of whom are members of either
Two-Drink Minimum or Beyond Therapy. This spectacle
first began in January when the
comedians formed a writer’s
room, where they met to review and perfect jokes. They met
twice a week for an hour or two,
and then met four to five times
in the last three weeks before the
show.
Fuirst and Shanker said that,
if nothing else, comedy is painstaking labor. “We … wrote for a
month, two months of sketches
and we met once, twice a week
and reviewed them before we
knew if we would ever actually perform [the sketch],” Fuirst

said. The group rigorously
worked their jokes, dissecting
the properties of comedy and
the anatomy of a joke. JonesTuba said that this collaboration
created both setbacks and benefits — that fellow comedians
would polish and hone jokes, but
would also cut favorite parts of
well-worked jokes. “It’s kind of
hard to let go of that one poop
joke you’re really happy with,” he
joked.
The process, Shanker said, involved individual drive as well as
the group members’ willingness
to share their labored-over jokes
to the rest of the group’s critical eye. “A lot of times we would
write in partnerships,” she said.
“Sometimes people would write
alone but then we would always
bring them back to the group —
the drafts of sketches — and go
through them sort of structurally and we would see what wasn’t
working.” The sketch writer
would receive feedback from his
or her fellow comedians, revise
it and bring it back the following
week to reexamine it.
They ended up devoting
more time to 20 sketches before
choosing a final 10 to perform.
“There’s nothing on here … that
hasn’t seen, like, a fifth draft,”
Fuirst said.
With such a critical view of

“

It’s kind of hard to let go of that one poop joke
you’re really happy with.”
Dylan Jones-Tuba ’15

comedy, it was easy for the planners to become immune to the
humor; the actors, however, infused the jokes with new life.
“Once you’ve been drilling these
sketches, you sort of lose sight of
the humor,” Shanker said. “So
it was nice when we finally got
the actors … and see what was
actually working.” Shanker said
that the written jokes were just
30 percent of the success — that
the actors brought the other 70
percent.
Gardner, who directed the
show, was pivotal to jazzing up
jokes. Fuirst said that Gardner, in one instance, realized
one joke could only effectively
land when all the actors stood
up and sat down angrily at the
same time. “We rehearsed every
sketch no less than twice, but no
more than five times, before we
did the show,” Gardner said.
While the show enjoyed generally positive reception, for
some, the jokes fell flat. Nathan
Durham ’17 critiqued a sketch
that featured a black actor on a
movie set whose performance
was constantly critiqued as too

hostile, prompting the director
to call in a white “racial stunt
double” who always got the take
right. “I think that satire, when
carried out effectively, can have a
positive impact and make a positive statement about real cultural problems and I think that this
show did not do that,” Durham
said. “Oftentimes, white people
will use satire as an excuse to
sort of laugh at very unjust and
unfunny situations. Why not
just talk about race in America and not laugh at it? ... That
was my only … qualm with the
show.” Durham did qualify that
he, too, laughs at the type of satire that he condemns.
Seniors Gardner and JonesTuba both expressed hope that
underclassmen, present and future, continue to produce this
variety show each year. Billy Weber ’18, who attended the show,
agreed that having a regular
comedy variety show would be
a good way to bring the campus
together and encourage more
student comedians. “It would
be a bigger deal and maybe get
more kids involved,” Weber said.
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From the science quad to Rosse, statuary art is ubiquitous
Kenyon students grow accustomed to the campus’s
beauty, but the art history makes it all the richer.
SAM ROSCHEWSK
STAFF WRITER

We have all seen the
dozens of admissions
bulletins with pictures
of the angel statues in
front of Rosse Hall, but
have you ever wondered
where they came from,
and how long they’ve
been there? The answer is simpler than you
might think. Most of the
installation art on campus was on loan until recently donated by Graham Gund ’63 and his
wife, Ann. In addition
to being an architect
whose name is sprinkled across this campus,
Gund is a collector of
contemporary art. “The
arts have always been
particularly important
to me,” Gund said in an
alumni publication in
2013. “Somewhat like
architecture, the arts are
looking at new ideas in a
spatial and visual way.”
One of the most wellknown art pieces donated by Gund is the
Dale Chihuly piece,
Gilded Silver and Aqua-

marine Chandelier, was
installed in Storer Hall.
Dale Chihuly works in
making glass sculptures
which are known for
their abstract and spindly forms. The sculpture was made in 2000,
and
Graham
Gund
purchased it and had
it in his personal collection before figuring
out where on campus it
should be placed. In addition to the Chihuly
piece, the angels in front
of Rosse Hall also came
from Gund’s personal
collection in 2003; the
sculpture, made by Carl
Milles’s, is entitled The
Five Angel Musicians.
However these aren’t
the only works donated
to the campus. In addition, there is the brass
sculpture, Large Spindle
Piece by Henry Moore,
found at the center of the
science quad, and Paul
Manship’s Indian Hunter and Pronghorn Antelope sculptures, found
on the patio behind
Peirce Hall. “[Gund] has
really been the instigator of the installation

art, and it really makes
the campus,” Associate
Professor of Art Read
Baldwin said.
The crows on top of
Ransom Hall, made by
Peter Woytuk ’80, were
installed in the early ’90s as a pun on the
building’s
namesake,
John Crowe Ransom.
All these pieces are
familiar fixtures, but
Kenyon will continue to
import decor. “I think
there are still some places on campus that would
benefit from beautiful
works of art,” Baldwin
said. Last semester, a
truckful of art donated
by Graham Gund arrived and entered the
basement of Gund Gallery and is currently being catalogued, according to Director of the
Gund Gallery Natalie
Marsh.
The art adds personality to the campus.
While the campus certainly is lauded for its
natural beauty, the artistic scenery adds a distinct f lavor to the Kenyon scene.

WKCO special: Decatur the DJ

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Despite the advent of television and the Internet, radio remains an enduring form of entertainment. That much is evident by how many people participate in WKCO, which currently
has over 100 student DJs. That mass appeal of radio is precisely what WKCO general manager
Charlie Collison ’15 and President Sean Decatur tapped into during their two-hour show this
past Sunday, during which they alternated between talking on the air and playing music that
they both chose.
The project began when Collison learned that Decatur had a radio show—called Blues
and Commentary—of his own when he was a student at Swarthmore College. Decatur and a
few other friends were on the air twice during his four years as a student, so he remembered
it being fun, if not peculiar. “It was one of those things that I would say is a really naïve and
pretentious college student perspective on what is interesting entertainment, and what I fear
actually was not very entertaining or interesting,” Decatur said. The show featured Decatur
and his friends playing classic and contemporary blues and reading passages of relevant social
commentary between songs. “We played an Eric Clapton song and followed it with a reading
from Weber,” he said. When Collison gave him a tour of the WKCO studio, Decatur noted
that the technology had advanced considerably since he had worked with radio. “This is aging
me a great deal but we actually had records,” he said, laughing.
Collison hopes the collaboration with the president could potentially open doors to future
shows with other members of the faculty and administration of the College. As a senior, Collison has spent a lot of time with WKCO and believes this it is a worthwhile experience for
Kenyon students. As Decatur’s appearance goes to show, college radio can follow students
long after graduation, and can be so delightful that it compels presidents to revert, if briefly, to
their college hobbies.
—Annie Devine
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From Moore’s Spindle (bottom right) to Chihuly’s Chandelier, these fixtures enliven campus.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
BASEBALL

WOMEN’S TENNIS

APRIL 16

VS

CAPITAL UNIVERSITY

GAMBIER, OHIO
4 P.M.

APRIL 16

VS

OBERLIN COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO
4:30 P.M.

Baseball splits with Oberlin
ANNA DUNLAVEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The Lords traveled to Oberlin
College this past weekend for a North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
matchup and came away with a split,
winning one game on Saturday and
one game on Sunday. “2-2 on the
road at Oberlin isn’t the series win we
were looking for, but we showed a ton
of heart coming back to salvage the
series,” Head Coach Matt Burdette
wrote in an email to the Collegian.
The Lords are now 16-12 on the season and 6-6 in conference play.
The Lords came out strong in the
first game of the series, scoring six of
their seven runs in the first inning.
Oberlin tried to catch up, scoring two
runs in the sixth inning to put them
one away from a tie. However, Spencer Byers ’16 came out to pitch at the
end of the sixth and kept the Yeomen
from scoring any more runs through
the seventh and final inning. Byers
got the save, and starter Jesse Bogacz
’18 got his second win of the season.
Each team scored a run in the first
inning of the next game, but then the
teams remained in a 1-1 standoff until the seventh inning. Burdette said
game two was really “a pitcher’s duel,”
citing the efforts of both Oberlin’s
starter Kyle Dominy and Kenyon’s
starter Thomas Morris ’17. The Yeomen broke through and scored four
runs in the seventh, and the game
ended 5-1 in favor of the home team
after nine innings.
In Sunday’s first game, the third
game of the series, the Yeomen had
no trouble figuring out the Lords’
pitchers. Starter Paul Henshaw ’16
had a three-up, three-down first inning, but the Yeomen came back to

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

APRIL 18

KENYON SPRING
INVITATIONAL

GAMBIER, OHIO
10 A.M.

APRIL 18

AT

DEPAUW UNIVERSITY

GREENCASTLE, IND
11:45 A.M.

This week in
Kenyon athletics
Men’s Track and Field

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Jake Dunn ’15 hit his 10th double of the season, the 57th of his career.
score eight runs off of him through
the second and third innings, and
even after four other Lords took the
mound, Oberlin was still able to score
at least one run in every subsequent
inning for a final score of 16-2. Oberlin’s starter Sean Kiley pitched all seven innings and let up only one earned
run, a home run from Kyle Hardacker
’15 in the sixth. The Lords’ other run
was scored on a fielding error.
“It would have been easy to let the
momentum carry over to game four,”
Burdette said of the third game, “but
our guys dug deep and won game
four in a romp.” The Lords bounced
back with two five-run innings. In the
top of the first inning, John Nahra ’16
walked with the bases loaded to score
the game’s first run, which was fol-

lowed up by an RBI single from Phillip Nam ’17, a two-run double from
Tyler Roldan ’17 and an RBI groundout from Max Warren ’18. In the top
of the fifth, Nam got things started
with a home run, Matt Von Roemer
’18 had an RBI single and Jake Dunn
’15 doubled with the bases loaded to
score three, increasing his career doubles record to 57. The Lords had four
more one-run innings to take a 14-4
victory. Starting pitcher Tim Krahn
’15 pitched eight innings, giving up
five hits and striking out seven batters.
The Lords take a break from conference play starting tomorrow, when
they will play a single game against
Capital University at home on McCloskey Field at 4 p.m.

Ladies set PRs at All-Ohio Champs
ANNA DUNLAVEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The 12 qualifying Ladies on the
track and field team competed at the
All-Ohio Championships hosted by
Ohio Wesleyan University this past
Saturday. The Ladies finished in
14th place out of 19 teams, and were
able to record some personal bests in
the process.
The top finish of the day came
from Devron Martin ’18, who
placed fourth in the triple jump after
clearing 10.48 meters. Also in field
events, Funmilayo Lawal ’18 threw
33.52 meters in the discus throw, a
personal best for her.
Emma Levant ’16 had two top-10
finishes, both in hurdles events; She
placed seventh out of eight in the
100-meter hurdles finals with a time
of 15.39, and sixth in the 400-meter
hurdles with a time of 1:05.66. Head
Coach Duane Gomez said Levant is
only a few seconds off the school re-

TRACK AND FIELD

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Devron Martin ’18 finished fourth.
cord in the 400-meter hurdles, which
hasn’t been broken in about 20 years.
Harlee Mollenkopf ’17 continued
shaving time off her 5,000-meter
run personal record. She dropped
another 12 seconds and finished the
event in ninth place with a time of
18:34.22. Teammate Ellen Corcoran

’18 finished behind her in a time of
19:38.80.
In the 3,000-meter steeplechase,
Claire Naughton ’17 was able to
knock five seconds off her personal
best and finish in 12:45.13. Aisha Simon ’15 finished with a team-best
time of 5:06.38 in the 1,500-meter
run. Clara Heiden ’15 finished 12th
in the 10,000-meter run with a time
of 44:00.93.
Subei Kyle ’17, Gillian Blackwell
’18 and Mollie O’Leary ’17 each took
a few milliseconds off their personal bests, Kyle and Blackwell in the
400-meter dash and O’Leary in the
800-meter run.
The day ended with the 4x400meter relay. The team of Kyle, Blackwell, Levant and Claire HarnEnz ’17
finished in 11th place with a time of
4:12.83.
On Saturday, the track and field
team will host the Kenyon Spring
Invitational at 10 a.m, the only home
meet of the outdoor season.

Members of the men’s track
and field teams competed in two
different meets this past weekend.
Seven team members competed
at the All-Ohio Championships
at Ohio Wesleyan University. Two
more runners who qualified for
All-Ohio, Nat Fox ’16 and Sam
Lagasse ’16, traveled to Bucknell
University to compete in another
meet, the Bucknell Bison Outdoor
Classic.
“We weren’t hitting the same
distances or the same times that we
had been, but it was not a significant drop,” Jackson Pine ’17 said.
“People were still very happy.”
Pine was the Lords’ top finishCOURTESY OF KENYON
ATHLETICS
er, taking 11th place in the javelin
throw after throwing 43.76 meters.
Alton Barbehenn ’17 finished 13th in the 400-meter hurdles with a
time of 58.36.
The 4x400-meter relay team of Barbehenn, Noah Winters ’15, Tanner Zaas ’15 and Ar’Reon Watson ’18 finished their race in a time of
3:37.26. Eric Thornton ’18 finished the 3,000-meter steeplechase in
10:54.34, just a few seconds off his personal best. Andres Herrera ’16
beat his personal best in the 10,000-meter run, finishing in 34:42.21.
Also competing in the 10,000-meter run was Lagasse at the unscored Bucknell Bison Classic. Competing against runners from
schools all over the East Coast, including some Division I schools, he
finished the event in 31:28.42. Fox competed in the 1,500-meter run,
and finished with a time of 4:05.52. Both Lagasse and Fox had their
season-best times at the meet.
This Saturday, Kenyon will host its only home meet of the outdoor
season, the Kenyon Spring Invitational, beginning with throwing
events at 10 a.m.
— Anna Dunlavey

Women’s Tennis
The Ladies’ dominance against Baldwin Wallace College, whom
they beat 9-0 last Monday, did not carry over to their Sunday matchup
against Allegheny College, where the Ladies fell 5-4. This loss marks
just the second time in the past 30 years that the Ladies have dropped
a match to the Allegheny Gators. Previously, the Ladies showed an impressive 33-1 record against the Gators dating back to 1985.
Only number-one doubles found a win for the Ladies: Diana Aboubakare ’18 and Samantha Murphy ’16 defeated Allegheny’s duo, Sun
Mo Koo and Sloane Price, 8-2. Although exciting, this win was not
enough to ignite the Ladies, who later dropped both number-two and
number-three doubles matches 8-3.
Heading into singles, Aboubakare was the only team member
to pick up her second win of the day, with a score of 6-1, 7-5. Elise
Altschuler ’16 and Abigail Younger ’15 scored the other two singles
points for number-five and number-six singles with scores of 6-3, 6-1
and 6-1, 6-1, respectively. With the last match at number-four singles,
and the day’s score at 4-4, Grace Winslow ’18 fought hard but fell short
in her close three-set battle, 6-2, 5-7, 4-6.
Aboubakare shared her surprise over the match: “We didn’t expect
Allegheny to be as strong as they were, but I think it really served as a
wake-up call,” she said. This team defeat for Kenyon lowers the Ladies’
record to 7-8 overall and 0-1 in the North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC), but Aboubakare says the team will “work hard to prepare for
the NCAC tournament.”
The Ladies then played the College of Wooster Fighting Scots yesterday afternoon and won 8-1. Kenyon has another match today at 4:30
against the Oberlin College Yeowomen here in Gambier.
— Alexandra Hansen
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Big weekend for Stark, Delaney carries Ladies to 5-1 week

“

Going up to bat, I felt very relaxed and ready to face
Denison’s pitcher during the second game and was
pleased with the outcome.”

NOAH NASH
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon’s softball team (26-8)
capped off a highly successful week
with a doubleheader sweep against
Denison University. Earlier in the
week, the Ladies beat Ohio Wesleyan
University (OWU) twice and split
their doubleheader with Wittenberg
University, finishing with a 5-1 record.
The Ladies’ success began on Saturday when they traveled to Delaware, Ohio to take on Ohio Wesleyan in a weekend doubleheader. The
team was coming off a 7-0 victory
against Hiram College and kept their
momentum going as they held a 5-0
lead through five innings against
OWU. Despite OWU’s late rally, the
Ladies held on for a 6-4 victory. Maddy Stark ’15 pitched seven innings for
the victory, while her classmate Chelsea Delaney ’15 picked up three base
hits to lead the scoring punch.
The Ladies also took an early lead
in the second game of the day, with
the team holding a 4-1 advantage
through two innings, and a 7-2 lead
through four. Stark pitched her second complete game victory of the
day as the team held on to win 7-3

Chelsea Delaney ’15

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Maddy Stark ’15 started six games over the past week.
and reward Stark with her 14th win
of the season. Lindsey Susolik ’16
and Jane Ghublikian ’16 combined
for five hits and five RBI.
The next day, the Ladies took on
Wittenberg University at home for
their third and fourth games in a
two-day stretch. Stark started her

third straight game, and the Ladies once again shot out to an early
2-0 lead. However, the Tigers had
some momentum left in them, going on to tie the game late at two on
a sixth-inning solo home run and a
critical, game-tying error in the seventh inning. The Ladies and Tigers

remained deadlocked at two runs
apiece until the bottom of the ninth,
when shortstop Amanda Coyle ’18
hit a walk-off sac fly for Kenyon’s
third-straight win, 3-2. Stark pitched
all nine innings for the win, striking out eight while allowing just
one earned run in her third-straight
complete-game victory.
Stark’s streak of complete-game
victories would come to a close in the
back end of the doubleheader, as the
Tigers used a late-inning rally to end
Kenyon’s four-game winning streak
with a 6-3 win over the Ladies. Fatigue may have kicked in for Stark,
who allowed five earned runs in 5.1
innings to earn the loss. On the offensive side, Hayley Howard ’15 collected two base hits and two RBI, including a run-scoring double.
Despite seeing their winning
streak come to a conclusion at the
paws of the Tigers, the Ladies came
out firing on all cylinders against
Denison. Using a four-run rally in
the fourth to take a 6-2 lead, the La-

Smart to coach at Univ. of Texas
Shaka Smart’s ’99 classmates and
professors continue to support him.
ANNA DUNLAVEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Shaka Smart ’99 started
making national headlines
in 2011 after coaching Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) to an NCAA
Final Four appearance. Most
recently, he signed a contract
with the University of Texas at Austin to be their new
head men’s basketball coach,
making him the first AfricanAmerican basketball coach
in University of Texas history. However, the Kenyon
community has known him
for much longer. Smart was
a Lord, playing on the basketball team for all four of his
years at Kenyon before entering the Division I coaching
scene.
Smart lived up to his last
name when he was a Kenyon
student, graduating magna
cum laude with an honors
degree in history. Professor of
American Studies Peter Rutkoff, Smart’s adviser, taught
him all four years and described him as “a wonderful,
excellent student.”
David Houston ’00, who
was Smart’s teammate for
three years, said Smart was
a great teammate. He added
that Smart was “very competitive, but not competitive
in a way that was negative. He
just wanted to drive himself
and others to be as good as

they could possibly be.”
After graduating from
Kenyon, Smart earned a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) postgraduate scholarship, and worked
at a graduate assistant at California University of Pennsylvania. He later became the
director of basketball operations at the University of
Dayton, and then was an assistant coach at three different schools before becoming
head coach for VCU in 2010.
In 2011, which was only
his second season as head
coach for VCU, he led the
team to the final four in
the NCAA tournament for
the first time in the program’s history. Before Smart,
the program had not even
reached the sweet 16. In total,
Smart coached VCU through
five straight NCAA tournament appearances.
Kenyon graduates eagerly
followed Smart’s rise to national fame. Dave Rath ’89
started a Facebook group in
2011 for Kenyon graduates
who support Smart. “I did it
as a way to serve as a fan club
for him,” Rath said. “It was a
way of keeping the Kenyon
community together.”
Rath said people use the
group sporadically, but that
participation picks up around
March Madness time each
year. Joan O’Hanlon Curry
’89, another member of the

dies would go on to win 7-5 despite
Stark’s second-straight game of allowing five earned runs. However,
Stark would bear down when the
team needed her the most, inducing
a 5-2-3 double play to end the game
and strand the bases loaded.
In the nightcap, Delaney collected four hits, including three doubles,
to highlight the team’s six-run effort
offensively. Delaney said pf her performance, “Going up to bat, I felt
very relaxed and ready to face Denison’s pitcher during the second game
and was pleased with the outcome.”
Stark, making her sixth start of
the week, dazzled with seven scoreless innings to secure the Ladies’ second doubleheader sweep of the week,
and just the second doubleheader
sweep of Denison in Kenyon history.
With the win, Stark boosted her W-L
record to a strong 17-7.
The Ladies will look for their doubleheader success to continue on Saturday, when they take on the College
of Wooster (14-10) on the road.

Lords win on the
road, lose at home
REBECCA DANN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

COURTESY OF PETER RUTKOFF

Smart (right), with teammate Mike Martin ’99 and Peter Rutkoff.
group, said being in the group
makes watching games more
interesting, saying the group
members are often “actively
commenting in that page
while the game [is] going on.”
Smart has always been
known as a coach who truly
cared for his players and their
best interests, serving as a
mentor for them on and off
the court. “He’s dedicated to
the players,” Curry said. “It
wasn’t about a paycheck.”
Rutkoff equated Smart’s
coaching to teaching. “He’s a
teacher, and it just happens to
be basketball that he’s teaching,” he said. “He’s a teacher
of a subject to people who are
becoming grown-ups, and he
understands that’s his job, to
help them become responsible, mature adults.”
In a day and age where
many players hear of their
coach leaving via social media, Smart met his entire
team in their facilities and

told them in-person, before
any major news source officially broke his signing with
Texas.
Despite his connection to
his players, many people were
not surprised when Smart left
VCU for the job at Texas. “At
some point, he was going to
make this jump,” Houston
said. Rath agreed. “I think it
was a matter of time,” he said.
“Everyone has aspirations to
move on.”
Rutkoff said that no matter where his coaching career
takes him, Smart won’t let
anything change him. “He’s
basically the same guy I knew
when he was 17,” said Rutkoff,
who tries to go to at least one
of Smart’s games a year. “He’s
very true to himself and his
character.”
Check out next week’s
Collegian for a Q & A with
Shaka Smart.
John Bray contributed reporting.

The men’s lacrosse team
played a rescheduled game
against the College of
Mount St. Joseph this past
Saturday and won by an
impressive 20 points, 23-3.
The Lords played a shutout
first quarter, scoring a total
of 10 points. This allowed
many younger players to
gain some valuable playing
experience. Rory Shoemaker ’18 scored an impressive
five goals, while both Josh
Galardi ’18 and Chris Ferraro ’18 contributed two
goals and had one assist.
Rob Guldenschuh ’18 and
Pierce Kraft ’18 each scored
a goal and had two assists.
Several goalies were also
given playing time. Noah
Gurzenski ’17, Fitz Hugh
Lee ’18 and Gabe Avis ’17
were all put in the goal
and contributed saves. The
Lords outshot their opponent 64-22, and won 21 out
of 30 faceoffs.
“I thought we came out
and played really well and
everyone got to play,” Head
Coach Doug Misarti said.
“It was kind of a tough stop
to have a game rescheduled
this late in season during
conference play when the
focus is really on that, but
still, a good game for us,

“

It was kind of a
tough stop to have
a game rescheduled
this late in the season
... but still, a good
game for us.”

Head Coach Doug Misarti

kept us going, kept things
sharp. And I was pleased
to see a lot of our younger
guys play well and really
take advantage of the opportunity to be out there.
So all in all, a positive experience.”
The Lords then played
Denison University yesterday afternoon. “Denison is
always big; it’s the rivalry,”
Misarti said. “In recent
years, they’ve been highly
ranked, and in terms of
the conference it affects
tournament seeding at this
point. Historically, we have
not had a lot of success
against Denison, so we’re
hoping this is a game where
we can break through and
get the victory and start a
new tradition.” Unfortunately, the Lords were unable to gather the momentum to claim a victory and
lost 17-6. Kenyon next travels to Hiram College this
coming Saturday for their
last in-season conference
game.
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Golf takes second place at Ted Barclay Spring Invitational
The Lords finished 12 strokes
behind Denison, the meet’s host.
JOHN BRAY
STAFF WRITER

Only three golf teams
traveled this past weekend
to Granville, Ohio for the
Ted Barclay Spring Invitational, where the Lords finished in second place.
Host Denison University appeared confident and
comfortable on their home

course, besting the Lords
by 12 strokes. The College
of Wooster finished last of
the three, falling behind
the Lords by four strokes.
During the first round,
Jordan Harlacher ’16 and
Sadiq Jiwa ’18 paced the
Lords with identical scores
of 74 on the par-71 course.
As a team, they recorded
a combined score of 300,

putting them in second.
The second round found
most Lords shooting scores
slightly higher than their
first-round results, except
Alex Blickle ’15, who improved his play and finished the round with a
score of 72, compared to
his first-round score of
76. Blickle was able to cut
down on his mistakes,
which put him in position
for easier shots. His twoday score of 148 was good
enough for a fifth-place in-

dividual finish.
While the Lords expressed
disappointment
with their second-place
finish, ultimately they
are looking at the bigger
picture. With the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championships
on the horizon — only two
weeks away — this past
weekend was mostly about
getting their minds right
and polishing their play.
While walking down to
the Kenyon Athletic Cen-

ter to work on his putting,
Blickle said, “We need to
stay competitive through
our off week with intrasquad matches and, more
generally, making sure we
spend the time to individually address the parts of our
games that need to be dialed in. For me, that means
finding a rhythm with my
irons while making sure I
don’t ignore the driver and
putter, to keep them hot.”
Last year, the Lords finished in second place be-

hind powerhouse Wittenberg University, awarding
Kenyon hosting rights for
the opening weekend of
the championships at the
Apple Valley Golf Course.
Wittenberg will host the
closing weekend.
This week’s preparation will be crucial for the
Lords in their quest to win
the NCAC Championships
and qualify for the NCAA
Championships.
Both
would be firsts for the program.

Ladies fall to Denison University Lords extend win streak

Tennis win over Wooster brings streak to 65.

REBECCA DANN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Kenyon women’s lacrosse
team put up a solid effort against
Denison University this past Tuesday but still lost 9-14. The Ladies
began the first half strong and appeared to be evenly matched with
their opponents, as the score was
tied 5-5 at the end of the 30-minute
period. Denison scored the first goal
of the game just a minute and a half
after the start of play. Five minutes
later, Kenyon tied the score 1-1 with
a goal from Jane Symmes ’16. This
trend would continue for the majority of the first half in which Denison
scored, gaining a one-point lead,
but Symmes quickly retaliated and
scored to bring the Ladies back into
the running.
With seven minutes left in the
first half, the score was tied 3-3.
Symmes managed to get one past
Denison’s goalie before they scored
again, bringing the Ladies into
the lead for the first time all game.
The Big Red retaliated quickly and
scored their fourth goal of the game
just 30 seconds later, tying the score
again 4-4. Symmes scored her fifth
goal of the first half, again bring-
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Kat Englert ’18 scored in the second half of Saturday’s game.
ing Kenyon in the lead, but Denison
scored again just 30 seconds later to
catch up.
During the second half, Denison
scored five goals during the first 15
minutes, while the Ladies were unable to put any into the net. This allowed Denison to gain a five-point
lead and from then on, they continued to dominate the field. Symmes,
Kat Englert ’18, Allie McLane ’17 and
Caroline Shipman ’15 all contributed
goals in the second half, but these

four were not enough to catch Denison. The Big Red scored another four
goals in the remainder of the second
half, scoring a total of nine goals during the 30-minute period and bringing the final score to 9-14.
The Ladies next travel to Greencastle, Ind. this coming Saturday to
play DePauw University. These next
few conference games are crucial
as they will determine if the Ladies
qualify for the conference tournament.

Ninth-ranked Lords tennis
reigned over their North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) opponents
this weekend. These wins simultaneously improved the Lords’ overall
season record to 15-5, and NCAC
conference record to 5-0.
Sunday’s matches against Allegheny College and Oberlin College showcased the Lords’ talent.
Wade Heerboth ’18 and Colin Haas
’15 paired up for number-two doubles and defeated both teams with
a score of 8-4. At number three,
Weston Noall ’18 and Alex Rieger
’18 won 8-6 against Allegheny and
8-3 against Oberlin.
The Lords demonstrated particular talent in singles. Heerboth
continued his win streak for the
day by winning number-two singles
against Oberlin. Joining Heerboth
with spotless singles records were
Sam Geier ’16, Jacob Huber ’15, Tim
Rosensteel ’15 and Davis Thrailkill
’15.
Monday’s matchup against the
College of Wooster produced similar
success. Coach Scott Thielke chose

to rest his regular starting players
after the long weekend, allowing
Nicholas Fiaschetti ’17 and Michael
Liu ’18 to play at numbers four and
five in singles. Geier and Rieger were
the day’s two-time winners. Geier
played doubles and singles at the
number-one spot, pairing up with
Haas to win 8-3, and later defeating
Wooster 6-2, 6-0 in singles. Rieger
also showed success when teaming
up with Noall at number-three doubles, winning 8-4 and later 6-7, 6-4,
10-6 at number-six singles.
The Lords’ win against Wooster
bumped their NCAC regular-season win streak to 65 matches; their
last conference loss was to Denison
University in April 2000. Heerboth
explained, “The team chemistry
is the best I have seen it in my four
years at Kenyon, and everyone is on
the same page for the rest of the season.” Rieger agreed: “Going forward,
these matches give us even more
added confidence,” he said.
The Lords will finish up their
regular season with a home match
on April 18 against Wabash College at 3 p.m. here in Gambier before
gearing up for the conference championships and nationals.

